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Abstract
is dissertation proposes a solution to the problem of multi-camera deployment for optimization of
visual coverage and image quality. Image quality and coverage are, by nature, diﬃcult to quantify
objectively. However, the chief diﬃculty is that, in the most general case, image quality and coverage
are functions of many parameters, thus making any model of the vision system inherently complex.
Additionally, these parameters are members of metric spaces that are not compatible amongst them-
selves under any known operators.
is dissertation borrows the idea of transforming the mathematical deﬁnitions that describe the
vision system into geometric constraints, and sets out to construct a geometrical model of the vi-
sion system. e vision system can be divided into two diﬀerent concepts: the camera and the task.
Whereas the camera has a set of parameters that describe it, the task also has a set of task parameters
that quantify the visual requirements. e deﬁnition of the proposed geometric model involves the
construction of a tensor; a mathematical construct of high dimensionality which enables a represen-
tation of the camera or the task. e tensor-based representation of these concepts is a powerful tool
because it brings a large tool set from various disciplines such as diﬀerential geometry.
e contributions of this dissertation are twofold. Firstly, a new distance function that eﬀectively
measures the distance between two visual entities is presented based on the geometrical model of
the vision system. A visual entity may be a camera or a task. is distance is termed the Vision
Distance and it measures the closeness to the optimal state for the conﬁguration between the camera
and the task. Lastly, a deployment method for multi-camera networks based on convex optimization
is presented. Using second-order cone programming, this work shows how to optimize the position
and orientation of a camera for maximum coverage of a task.
is dissertation substantiates all of these claims. e vision distance is validated and compared to
an existing model of visual coverage. Additionally, simulations, experiments, and comparisons show
the eﬃcacy of the proposed deployment method.
iv
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Introduction
1
CHAPTER 1
Introduction
Perseverance is the only indicator of success.
Daniel Martin-Alarcon (1988–)
1.1 Optimization of Camera Networks
Optimization of camera networks is a broad topic, and oen it implies that some metric of perfor-
mance, whether quantitative or qualitative, can be maximized or minimized by means that may be
direct or indirect. is dissertation aempts to optimize a custom metric of performance, indirectly,
by means of optimal camera deployment. is implies that the relative position and orientation of the
camera, with respect to the scene, bears some relationship with the performance of the vision system.
Indeed, the performance of the vision system is a function of the many variables that parametrize the
vision system; the position and orientation among those.
Measuring the performance of the vision system is by itself a challenging task, and the parametriza-
tion of the vision system is directly related to the quantiﬁcation of visual coverage and image quality.
Oen, the best way to bring all these concepts together is to deﬁne a model for the vision system.
Such model may consider two main components: the camera and the task, and it may deﬁne perfor-
mance as a bounded scalar. e camera may be modeled separately, and described by a set of internal
and external parameters. On the other hand, the task represents the objective of the vision system.
Based on the model of the camera, the task is oen represented as a set of three-dimensional points
in space, which may sometimes carry a topological structure. Additionally, it is common to append
to the task a set of parameters, which quantify the task’s own visual requirements. Mavrinac and
Chen [1] oﬀer an excellent survey on diﬀerent models of the vision system.
e task parameters fully describe the requirements such that the task can be imaged with suﬃ-
cient quality in any arbitrary camera. e early works of Shi and Tomasi [2] and Tarabanis et al. [3]
show some of the rationale by which the task parameters are set so that they can quantify concepts
such as image quality. More recently, Mavrinac [4] proposed a task model with eight diﬀerent task
parameters. e task as a set of three-dimensional points is a useful concept because it can be used
to model areas or volumes, with an arbitrary degree of precision, which themselves model parts of
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the scene that are of interest or the objective to be covered by the vision system. Additionally, when
the task carries a topological structure, such as a neighbourhood system, the task may be deﬁned as
a triangular mesh (e.g a CAD model), which can be used to model physical objects in the scene.
emodel of the vision systemmay be formulatedwith varying levels of complexity. is depends
on the number of parameters included in the model, and the linearity of the functions used to relate
them to the overall performance of the vision system. In general, vision systems that use simple
yet inaccurate models are easy to optimize. Whereas systems with more complex models are more
diﬃcult to optimize and may limit the solution to a suboptimal one.
1.2 Motivations
Camera networks have applications in many areas of science and technology. In environmental sci-
ence, camera networks play a crucial role by enabling the acquisition of data that would otherwise
be hard to obtain. For example, the extreme ice survey [5] utilizes cameras to present a visual record
of melting glaciers. Environmental science and robotics ﬁnd an intersection in the work of Casbeer
et al. [6] and Merino et al. [7], where the authors use camera networks to monitor forests and detect
forest ﬁres. In industrial seings, camera networks are used extensively in the area of robotics for the
development of autonomous vehicles [8, 9, 10]. On the other hand, there are several areas of robotics,
such as consensus-base motion control [11, 12, 13, 14], that could receive much improvement from
the use of vision systems. In the manufacturing industry camera networks are particularly good at
performing high accuracy and non-contact metrology for inspection [15].
In applications of visual surveillance and security the work of reshi and Terzopoulos [16]
shows the means for capturing high-resolution images of pedestrians and other targets in an au-
tomatic fashion. Hu et al. [17] and Lepetit and Pascal [18] presented excellent surveys on visual
surveillance. Surveillance, as well as many other applications, can be used to make a strong case for
automation. Speciﬁc applications such as activity recognition, and target identiﬁcation becomes a
diﬃcult set of tasks for human operators as the covered area increases, hence the need for automatic
or semi-automatic solutions which scale well while performing with suﬃcient quality. Additionally,
surveillance systems controlled by human operators also have ethical implications; as reported by
the Information and Privacy Commissioner of Ontario [19], the ability of operators to adjust the cam-
eras should be restricted, to prevent the surveillance system from imaging spaces not intended to be
covered, strengthening the need for automatic methods of surveillance.
1.2.1 Camera Deployment
e problem of optimal camera deployment is deﬁned as the computation of the position and orien-
tation of a camera or cameras, such that the performance metric of the vision system be maximized
with respect to a given task. Optimizing the deployment of a single camera is a constrained version
of the multi-camera deployment problem. On the other hand, the deployment of multiple cameras
carries an additional diﬃculty, which is that the cost must be minimized (i.e. the solution should
have as few cameras as possible). e tradeoﬀ is clear: more cameras increase the area coverage;
however, less cameras reduce the cost of the solution. Furthermore, a camera’s performance may
vary depending on the angle of view (i.e. the orientation). In other words, the diﬀerent eﬀects on the
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performance induced by the position, orientation, and the number of cameras in a camera network
are not independent from one another, thus making the problem hard to solve.
Optimal camera deployment is a desirable objective because it improves the performance of the
vision system, according to the deﬁnition of the performance metric. Additionally, multi-camera
deployment has the potential to automate the implementation of surveillance systems and the control
of mobile robotics in several other applications. e deployment of cameras is oen regarded as an
oﬄine problem, since the solution is computed prior to the implementation of the camera network.
1.2.2 Camera Reconfiguration
e problem of camera reconﬁguration is similar to the problem of camera deployment in that some
parameters must be determined, usually orientation, with the objective of achieving some goal. Ex-
amples are covering certain areas of the scene or maintaining a target or targets in the ﬁeld of view of
one or more cameras at all times. e problem of camera reconﬁguration is a dynamic one. Camera
reconﬁguration targets applications that have goals or objectives that are varying in time. For exam-
ple, when tracking objects in the scene, objects are oen moving as it is the case with surveillance
applications. Alarcon and Chen. [20] presented a method for reconﬁguration of pan-tilt-zoom cam-
eras. Also, in [21] the authors present an application of the problem of camera reconﬁguration in the
seing of unmanned aerial vehicles.
In contrast, the problem of camera reconﬁguration assumes that some parameters are ﬁxed or have
been determined a priori, usually position and the number of cameras. In most cases, the control over
the orientation is also limited, for practical reasons. Although the number of cameras is ﬁxed in this
case, the problem may incorporate the activation or deactivation of any number of cameras for the
purpose of resource allocation; thus bringing back some form of the cost minimization problem. An
example of the resource allocation is found in Mavrinac and Chen [22].
e problem of camera reconﬁguration is not limited to the orientation or the number of cameras.
Since pan-tilt-zoom cameras allow the variation of the optical parameters over time, the optimization
of the optics is also a commonly pursued goal. e diﬃculty in this case comes from the non-linear
behaviour of most lenses. Alarcon et al. [23] propose a geometric approach that ﬁnds a tradeoﬀ
between the several variants in the conﬁguration of the optical parameters.
1.2.3 Camera Selection
Camera selection deals with the selection of a camera that can provide the best view of the scene at a
given instant in time. In most cases, but not all, the position, orientation, and the number of cameras
are ﬁxed. e major diﬃculty is to provide a smooth transition between cameras when the system
changes the view. Mavrinac et al. [24] present an example of this type of work. Applications of this
work are surveillance and coverage of sport events, the later being the most common.
1.2.4 Next Best view
e next best view problem is most easily understood as an online version of the multi-camera de-
ployment problem. In this case the objectives are to minimize the number of views needed, and to
determine the optimal position and orientation of every view in a sequence. In addition, a single
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camera is commonly used and its parameters are changed in sequence in order to cover all neces-
sary views. e work of Pito [25] and Sco [15] are examples of the next best view problem. Some
applications include highly-accurate 3D scanning or reconstruction.
1.3 Proposition
is dissertation approaches the problem of optimization of camera networks via optimal deployment
of multiple cameras.
Based on some models of the vision system found in the literature, this dissertation relies on the
idea of transforming the various camera parameters and task parameters into geometric constraints.
Existing work has been done using a similar idea [26, 27]. Some models use the set of geometric con-
straints to formulate a model based on set theory [4], allowing a meaningful integration of the various
components that contribute to the performance of the vision system. Other approaches include the
construction of a model based on graph theory [28, 29, 30]. is last approach enables the represen-
tation of aspects of the camera network that may not be directly related to visual performance, but
that allow the implementation of distributed architectures. is dissertation diﬀers from previous
approaches in that the geometric constraints are used to formulate a geometric model of the vision
system.
e geometric model of the vision system is based on the construction of a tensor, the tensor
is a collection of orthogonal vectors that, together, carry information about the orientation of the
camera and the size and shape of the viewing frustum. Similarly, a tensor is constructed to represent
a triangle, which is later deﬁned as the atomic unit that represents a task. Using the camera and
triangle tensors as operands, additionally accounting for position, this dissertation deﬁnes a vision
distance that eﬀectively measures the distance between a camera and a task. e vision distance
combines the Euclidean distance with a scalar that is the semi-direct result of a distance on the space
of rotations; thus considering the distance between the orientations as well. In this framework a task
is considered fully covered –with acceptable resolution, focus, and view angle– when the distance is
0.
Based on the vision distance, an optimization approach is formulated for multi-camera deploy-
ment. e vision distance is minimized by separately minimizing the Euclidean distance and the
distance between the orientations. e optimization is divided into three parts. e ﬁrst part of the
problem is formulated, using convex programming, as the search of the position of the camera that
minimizes the Euclidean distance to a set of triangles that form a task. e second part is formulated
as the search of the orientation of the camera that minimizes the orientation distance to a set of tri-
angles in the task. Finally the third part is the deployment of multiple cameras using the individual
deployment process of the ﬁrst and second parts.
One of the major diﬃculties encountered in this work is the minimization of the orientation dis-
tance. Due to the higher dimensions needed to represent an orientation in the conventional sense,
standard convex programming is not possible. is dissertation shows the means by which the ori-
entation problem can be transformed into a space of lower dimension. us reducing the problem to
the Euclidean domain, and allowing standard convex programming to be used to ﬁnd a solution.
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1.4 Thesis Outline
is dissertation begins in Part I with a survey, in Section 2.1, of the state of the art in optimization
of camera networks through camera deployment. Section 2.1 also presents a few examples of work
relating to the camera reconﬁguration problem as well as the camera selection and next best view
problems. Section 2.2 brieﬂy introduces the necessary parts of the coverage model from wich the
tensor framework is based. Chapter 3 presents previouswork that is directly related to the deployment
of multiple cameras. is work is used in this dissertation later in Chapter 6 and Chapter 7.
e ﬁrst major contribution of this dissertation is found in Part II. e tensor framework is pre-
sented in Chapter 4. e camera and triangle tensors are deﬁned in Section 4.1 and Section 4.2,
respectively. Section 4.3 deﬁnes some operations on tensors that are used throughout this disserta-
tion. e vision distance is deﬁned and presented in Chapter 5. e Frobenius norm is presented as
a norm for elements in the space of rotations and a distance for such elements is induced from this
norm in Section 5.1. e vision distance is formally presented in Section 5.2, and proof is provided
about some of its properties.
Part III presents the second major contribution of this dissertation. Firstly, a method for deploy-
ment of camera networks is oﬀered in Chapter 6. e optimization of the position and orientation
of individual cameras are presented in Section 6.2 and Section 6.3, respectively. Section 6.4 takes ad-
vantage of the work previously presented in Chapter 3 and extends it by ﬁnalizing the deployment
method with the tools presented in Section 6.2 and Section 6.3. Finally, Chapter 7 presents a method
for deployment of camera networks for surveillance applications, which is itself an application case
of the optimization framework presented in this dissertation.
is dissertation presents a collection of experiments, simulations, and comparisons, with existing
work, that validate the claims made throughout it. e experimental validation of the work presented
in Chapter 3 can be found in Section 3.6. e validation of the accuracy and usefulness of the vision
distancemay be found in Section 5.3. Section 6.5 presents themain results of the optimization scheme,
and compares its performance with the performance of the method presented in Chapter 3. Finally,
the optimization framework of this dissertation is compared to an existing method for deployment of
camera networks in Section 7.4.
Chapter 8 oﬀers some concluding remarks, which summarize the contributions presented in this
dissertation. Additionally, some potential directions for future work are outlined.
e appendices cover some of the mathematical background used in this dissertation. Appendix A
reviews severalmathematical concepts and conventions used throughout the dissertation. Appendix B
lists the speciﬁcations for the equipment used in the various experiments.
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CHAPTER 2
State of the Art
Books permit us to voyage through time, to tap the wis-
dom of our ancestors.
Carl Sagan (1934–1996), Cosmos
2.1 Overview
e literature is rich with examples of work addressing the problems described in Section 1.2. A few
of these examples are presented next. Additionally, some relevant remarks are made according to the
way the authors formulate the optimization problem and the tools used to approach it.
2.1.1 Camera Deployment
Set Covering
e various tools by which optimization is performed, in the context of camera deployment, range
widely from convex programming to brute force algorithms. Within the range, set covering is com-
monly found as several examples show a formulation of the original problem accompanied by a re-
duction to the set covering problem. In [26] Cowan and Kovesi oﬀer a method for automatic sensor
placement based on the task requirements. e approach converts the task requirements into geomet-
ric constraints. e method provides a uniﬁed scheme for sensor planning. Tarabanis et al. [27, 31]
approach the problem of computing viewpoints that satisfy some task requirements and avoid oc-
clusion. e approach is similar to that of Cowan and Kovesi [26], in that the task requirements are
transformed into geometric constraints on the sensor’s location.
Angella et al. [32] worked on the optimal deployment of cameras in a three-dimensional scene by
transforming all the visual constraints into distances, and reducing the problem to the set covering
problem. In the area of industrial inspections Sco [15] proposes a solution to the viewpoint selection
problem by ﬁrst deﬁning a solution space and generating a matrix that measures visual coverage
according to some custom metric. en by reducing the problem to the set covering problem, the
solution is found by a greedy search method that operates over the entries of the matrix, where the
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rows represent points in the scene and the columns represent viewpoints. e solution is then to
cover as many rows with as few columns as possible.
Genetic Algorithms
Genetic algorithms are well suited to approach the problem of multi-camera deployment. In this
framework cameras represent individual agents or particles. Commonly, a ﬁtness function is deﬁned
based on the performance function of the vision system, and the gene pool is deﬁned as a set of
conﬁgurations of camera parameters. is approach is usually implemented in an iterative fashion,
and the genes are allowed to reproduce and mutate, according to some custom rule. Eventually the
algorithm converses to a feasible solution. In [33] Olague and Mohr apply a genetic algorithm to the
problem of camera placement, by deﬁning a ﬁtness function based ton the visual requirements. Zhong
at al. [34] present a mixture of multi-agent and genetic algorithms to ﬁnd a solution to the camera
placement problem that is globally optimal. e approach shows good results at a low computational
cost; however, the method is highly sensitive to perturbations to the relative positions of the cameras.
In [35]Malik and Bajcsy set out to ﬁnd optimal camera placements for stereo applications. e authors
use a genetic algorithm to ﬁnd an initial solution. e initial solution is then reﬁned using a gradient
descent algorithm.
Wang et al. [36] propose a method to ﬁnd camera placements that maximize the observation based
on a custom sensing model. In this case, a multi-agent genetic algorithm is used to ﬁnd a solution.
In [37] Jiang et al. propose a method to ﬁnd camera locations that maximize some custom metric of
weighted coverage, that gives preference to a particular objective as deﬁned by the user. e authors
make use of a genetic algorithm to ﬁnd a solution to the problem. More recently in [38] Reddy
and Conci have solved automatic camera positioning using a particle swarm optimization algorithm,
which operates in two dimensions. e ﬁtness function in this case considers resolution, quality of
view, and light intensity. Another example of an application of particle swarm optimization can be
found in [39], where Mavrinac et al. solve the problem of sensor deployment for 3D active cameras.
e authors formulated a ﬁtness function based on a coveragemodel of the vision system. e authors
optimized the position and orientation of the camera with respect to the laser plane used for active
triangulation.
General Heuristics
General heuristic and meta-heuristic methods are commonly used in the area of camera deployment.
In some cases these methods are the main tool used for optimization. However, in some cases heuris-
tics are used as an alternative due to the complexity or the computational cost of some optimization
formulations.
Bodor et al. [40, 41] have proposed a method for camera placement that pays special aention to
the task requirements, and uses statistics of the motion paths in the scene to optimize the solution.
Ultimately, the hill climbing technique is used to compute the solution. In [42] González-Banos and
Latombe have presented a method to ﬁnd the minimum set of guardians inside a polygonal space
from which the entire boundary is visible. In this work the authors oﬀer a randomized version of the
well-known art gallery problem [43, 44, 45] tailored for sensor planning. e authors used a greedy
algorithm to compute an approximate solution to the problem. In [46] Erdem and Sclaroﬀ tackled
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the problem of viewpoint selection and cost minimization for speciﬁc task requirements. e authors
propose a reduction of the problem to the set covering problem bymapping the ﬁeld of view to feasible
regions in two dimensions, and by mapping the task-based constraints of the system to area coverage
constraints for camera layout in ﬂoor plans. In [47, 48] Mial and Davis approached the problem of
computing camera positions for coverage of dynamic scenes. e authors proposed a probabilistic
model of the scene and use simulated annealing to minimize some custom cost function.
Hörster and Lienhart [49] also approached the optimal placement of cameras in a two-dimensional
scene by showing a way to compute an optimal solution using binary integer programming. How-
ever, the solution was found using a greedy algorithm due to the high cost of computing the original
solution. In [50] Chen and Davis developed a quality metric that accounts for dynamic feature occlu-
sion. e authors develop a function that expresses the probability that at least some lower bound
of coverage can be satisﬁed. e study of worst case scenario is used to avoid unfeasible computa-
tions. Kansal et al. [51] proposed a distributed algorithm with network interactions and global utility
maximization through the optimization of the local utilities of the cameras. e local utilities are
informed by a model of visual coverage. Zhao et al. [52] presented a method for optimal camera
placement in visual tagging applications. e authors formulated the problem using binary integer
programming; however, a greedy algorithm is used instead due to the unfeasibility of computing the
original solution. Krause et al. [53] presented a method to evaluate and select robust sensor place-
ment with special consideration for communication eﬃciency between the sensors. e authors use
a probabilistic model of coverage, which in turn was used by an algorithm that evaluates and ﬁnds
optimal sensor locations. e algorithm used a greedy search as well as the expected quality and the
communication costs to ﬁnd good sensor locations.
Although few, one can still ﬁnd examples of brute force programming for the solution of some
form of the camera deployment problem. Ram et al. [54] proposed a design method for placement
of sensors in surveillance applications. e authors approached the problems of placement, cost
reduction, and failure behaviour. In this work the authors employed a generate-and-test approach
in order to ﬁnd feasible solutions. Mackay et al. [55] provided an implementation strategy for a
method that aims to ﬁnd camera conﬁgurations in real time. e authors used a visibility model and
a Kalman ﬁlter to estimate future target locations, and the camera conﬁgurations are found using a
generate-and-test approach.
2.1.2 Camera Reconfiguration
In most cases solutions to the camera reconﬁguration problem are applied to the reconﬁguration
of pan-tilt-zoom camera networks. In [56] Fiore et al. set out to optimize the external parameters
of the camera such that a network of cameras can adapt to a dynamic scene. e authors deﬁned an
absorbability metric that is a function of the pose of the camera and the focal length. e authors used
a brute force computation to maximize through all cameras using this observability metric. Piciarelli
et al. [57, 58, 59] presented a method for PTZ camera reconﬁguration that represents the scene as
a discrete space of 3D points and a relevance map that weighs the importance of the points. e
scene is modeled by a mixture of Gaussians, the camera’s ﬁeld of view is modeled by an ellipse with
a pan-tilt-zoom conﬁguration, and the problem is reduced to ﬁing ellipses to a data set using the
expectation-maximization algorithm.
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reshi and Terzopoulos [16, 60, 61] and Starzyk and reshi [62] develop a system to provide
strategies for camera assignment and camera handoﬀ that becomes computationally eﬃcient over
time. e authors use a combination of static and active cameras. en, using a reasoning module,
the necessary actions are computed, generalized, and stored in a production system. When the system
encounters a familiar situation it avoids computation by using the stored actions instead.
2.1.3 Camera Selection and the Next Best View Problem
Examples of camera selection and the next best view problems are brieﬂy reviewed. As an example of
the former the reader may refer to Chow et al. [63, 64, 65] who presented a solution to the problem of
scheduling sensors in order to minimize transmission costs and reduce redundant data. e authors
payed special aention to the optimization of the angle of view. In this work the authors used graph
theory to transform the problem into that of ﬁnding the shortest path. An example of the later may
be found in the work of Pito [25] where the author presents a solution to the next best view problem.
e method targeted automated surface acquisition for 3D scanning. e solution involved keeping
a model of the scanned areas and computing the areas that need to be scanned. e viewpoints are
generated from a model of the unscanned areas and the overall model is updated constantly.
2.1.4 Applications of Diﬀerential Geometry
In recent years the ﬁeld of diﬀerential geometry has gained aention in the computer vision com-
munity. Many concepts and abstract ideas in computer vision are too complex, and thus require the
employment of more elaborate tools. Tensors are a good ﬁt to meet this need. e work of Yang
et al. [66] and Sivalingam et al. [67] show excellent examples of this approach. e work of Tung
and Matsuyama [68] shows how the idea of diﬀerential geometry can be used to perform surface
alignments, where surfaces are objects of high dimensionality.
Tron et al. [69] oﬀered a method for pose averaging in a distributed fashion. e authors pre-
sented reasons why regular average does not translate into a distributed framework, and present a
way to overcome some of these diﬃculties in the tangent space of the space of rotations. In [70] Soto
et al. optimized the pose estimation of multiple targets from multiple cameras using the distributed
collaboration between all the relevant cameras. A distributed consensus protocol is used to fuse the
pose estimation of the targets from the measurement of multiple cameras and update a linear model
of the target’s dynamics. e authors used spatial adaptive play, from game theory, to assign cam-
eras to targets and reconﬁgure the camera netwrok. Song et al. [71] proposed a method to optimize
pose tracking and activity recognition of pedestrians in a distributed manner. e pose estimation
is optimized by “averaging” the estimates of a target using all available estimates of the target. e
distributed nature of the consensus protocol allows it to cope with disturbances to the instantaneous
estimations over large periods of time.
In [69, 70, 71] the authors performed pose averaging by separately obtaining the average of the
translational part, in Euclidean space, and the average of the rotational part, in the group of rotations.
In fact, the authors ﬁrst deﬁned a distance metric for rotation matrices and refer to the later as average
in the space of rotations. us making the group of rotations a metric space. Other examples of this
type of work may be found in the area of medical imaging with applications to magnetic resonance
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imaging [72, 73, 74, 75]. In this work, a tensor is constructed from the diﬀusive properties of water
molecules in brain tissue. is tensor is called the diﬀusion tensor, and a distance metric is deﬁned
locally for neighbouring tensors in the data set. is distance metric is used to derive measures of
structural similarity, and ﬁber-tract organization.
Although there is some recent work on the applications of diﬀerential geometry to solve some
interesting problems in computer vision. ere is still lile evidence that it is being applied to solve
the problem of optimal camera deployment. is dissertation relies heavily on the idea of using a
tensor construct to represent some important aspects of the vision system. Additionally, by deﬁning a
distance metric for such tensors, an optimization scheme is proposed for optimal camera deployment.
2.2 Modelling the Vision System¹
e coverage model of a vision system models multiple cameras, the environment, and the task. e
camera system is approximated using the pinhole camera model [76], which accounts for the sensor’s
properties; additionally the coverage model takes into consideration the lens’ properties [77]. e
environment model is a set of three-dimensional surfaces and it accounts for deterministic occlusion
in the scene. e task is modeled using a set of directional points, which are three-dimensional points
with a direction component, and a set of task parameters. e directional points model the target to
an arbitrary degree of precision, and the task parameters model the visual requirements of the task.
(a) Triangular Mesh (b) Directional Points
Figure 2.1: Task Model – Two diﬀerent implementations of the task model.
e coverage function 𝐶(𝑣, 𝑝) is bounded to the range [0, 1] and it represents the grade of coverage
at point 𝑝 as seen from viewpoint 𝑣. In order to represent the grade of relevance of each point to the
task, the relevance function 𝑅(𝑝) is used and it is also bounded to the range [0, 1]. Finally the coverage
performance of the vision system with respect to the task is given by
𝐹(𝐶, 𝑅) =
∑௣∈⟨ோ⟩ 𝐶(𝑝)𝑅(𝑝)
∑௣∈⟨ோ⟩ 𝑅(𝑝)
(2.1)
in this case 𝐶(𝑝) represents the coverage at point 𝑝 in the multi-camera case. ⟨𝑅⟩ is a ﬁnite, discrete
task point set induced by 𝑅. 𝑝 is a directional point in the scene.
¹is dissertation incorporates the outcome of a joint research which Aaron Mavrinac has undertaken in collabora-
tion with myself under the supervision of professor Xiang Chen. e material presented in this section is included for
completeness and to achieve a self contained dissertation.
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Task Model
In this section the task ismodeled as a set of pointswith aweak topological structure. In the equivalent
triangular mesh representation, a directional point represents the centre of a triangle and its direction
component represents the normal to the plane of the triangle. For the remainder of the chapter the
task is represented as a set of directional points; however, everywhere else in this dissertation the
task will be represented as a triangular mesh unless otherwise stated. Figure 2.1 shows a comparison
between the two froms.
e visual requirements of the task are quantiﬁed by a set of parameters listed in Table 2.1². e
subscript 𝑖 stands for “ideal” and 𝑎 stands for “acceptable”; the laer should be set to the limit at which
the task produces no useful information, and the former should be set to the point beyond which the
task performance does not increase. e task requirements are deﬁned as follows:
Table 2.1: Task Parameters
Parameter Description
𝑅௜ , 𝑅௔ minimum ideal/acceptable resolution (l/px)
𝑐௜ , 𝑐௔ maximum ideal/acceptable blur circle (px)
𝜁௜ , 𝜁௔ maximum ideal/acceptable view angle (a)
1. Resolution. Resolution measures the number of units of length that are represented by a pixel
in an image sensor. e resolution parameter represents the need for accuracy in some appli-
cations (see Figure 2.2).
2. Blur circle. e blur circle requirement captures the need for sharpness in the image by seing
a threshold on its diameter (see Figure 2.3).
3. ViewAngle. eview angle parameter represents the angle at which objects in the scene become
self-occluded from the camera (see Figure 2.4).
1m 1px
Figure 2.2: A visualization of the resolution parameter
Coverage Function
e coverage model considers four components: resolution, focus, view angle, and visibility. ese
components can be transformed into geometric constraints as depicted in Figure 2.5. e geometric
²Task parameters are deﬁned in units of length (l), pixel units (px), and/or angle units (a).
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Figure 2.3: A visualization of the focus parameter
Figure 2.4: A visualization of the view angle parameter
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Figure 2.5: e components of the coverage function as geometric constraints on the ﬁeld of view of
the camera (top view).
constraints limit the ﬁeld of view of the camera creating the so called viewing frustum. e frustum
represents the volume of the scene, which is visible from the camera, that satisﬁes visibility, resolution,
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and focus as well.
e camera’s viewing frustum can be described with seven parameters: e four angles of the
ﬁeld of view, the near and far limits of the depth of ﬁeld, and the far limit of the minimum resolution.
Given the focal length 𝑓 (mm), the width 𝑤 and height ℎ (𝑝𝑖𝑥𝑒𝑙) of the sensor, the width 𝑠௨ and
height 𝑠௩ (mm) of a pixel in the sensor, and the coordinates (𝑝𝑖𝑥𝑒𝑙) of the optical centre 𝑟௨ and 𝑟௩; the
four angles of the ﬁeld of view, as measured from the optical axis, are given by
𝛼௟ = arctan
𝑟௨𝑠௨
𝑓 (2.2)
𝛼௥ = arctan
(𝑤 − 𝑟௨)𝑠௨
𝑓 (2.3)
𝛼௧ = arctan
𝑟௩𝑠௩
𝑓 (2.4)
𝛼௕ = arctan
(ℎ − 𝑟௩)𝑠௩
𝑓 (2.5)
where 𝛼௟ , 𝛼௥ , 𝛼௧, and 𝛼௕ are the le, right, top, and boom angles of the ﬁeld of view, respectively.
e near 𝑧௡ and far 𝑧௙ limits of the depth of ﬁeld are determined as follows
𝑧௡ =
𝐴𝑓𝑧ௌ
𝐴𝑓 + 𝑐min(𝑠௨ , 𝑠௩)(𝑧ௌ − 𝑓)
(2.6)
𝑧௙ =
𝐴𝑓𝑧ௌ
𝐴𝑓 − 𝑐min(𝑠௨ , 𝑠௩)(𝑧ௌ − 𝑓)
(2.7)
where 𝐴 is the diameter of the iris’ aperture. 𝑧ௌ is the distance along the optical axis at which the
image is in focus. 𝑐 is the task’s maximum blur (𝑝𝑖𝑥𝑒𝑙).
Finally, the maximum distance that can be allowed before the resolution falls below the desired
requirement is given by
𝑧ோ = 𝑅௜/௔minቆ
𝑤
tan𝛼௟ + tan𝛼௥
, ℎtan 𝛼௧ + tan𝛼௕
ቇ (2.8)
where 𝑅௜/௔ is the task’s minimum resolution in units of length per pixel.
e coverage model was developed by Mavrinac et al. [78]. is dissertation uses this model’s
metric of performance as the means to provide an objective way to validate the various simulations
presented throughout this dissertation. e validation of this model is provided in Mavrinac [4], and
Alarcon et al. [79].
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CHAPTER 3
Graph-Based Sensor Deployment
If you have built castles in the air, your work need not
be lost; that is where they should be. Now put the foun-
dations under them.
Henry David oreau (1817–1862)
3.1 Overview
e design of vision systems is, in most cases, executed by a vision specialist, who will integrate a
solution using oﬀ-the-shelf cameras and optics. e crucial part of the design is to develop a camera
layout, that is, deciding on the position and orientation of the camera or cameras such that the inspec-
tion scene is imaged with suﬃcient quality. Even when using the device’s manufacturer’s guidelines
for positioning, these are only approximations that leave out important details about the vision sys-
tem for the sake of generality and compatibility. In consequence the vision specialists ﬁnd themselves
performing trial and error to reﬁne the solution. is is at best a diﬃcult task, and sometimes pro-
hibitive because of the costs of implementing a camera layout for the sole purpose of testing it. us,
it is desirable to have access to an automatic method for camera deployment.
e objective of this section is to provide vision specialists with a tool for automatically produc-
ing camera layouts for industrial inspection. For simplicity of presentation, at this point this tool is
referred to as a black box with the following inputs and outputs in Table 3.1, which will be described
in more detail in Section 3.5.
Table 3.1: Design Tool
Inputs Outputs
Task model List of camera poses
Sensor-lens list Expected performance metric
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3.2 The Problem
Given an ordered list of directional scene-points 𝐩 and an ordered list of viewpoints 𝐯 representing
feasible camera poses, ﬁnd the minimum number of viewpoints that maximizes the coverage of the
scene-points. e formal problem is described as an integer programming problem.
minimize
|𝐯|ିଵ
෍
௝ୀ଴
𝑥௝ , subject to (3.1)
|𝐯|ିଵ
෍
௝ୀ଴
|𝐩|ିଵ
෍
௜ୀ଴
𝐶(𝑣௝ , 𝑝௜)𝑥௝
|𝐩| ≥ 1 (3.2)
𝑥௝ ∈ {0, 1}; 𝑗 = 0, 1, … , |𝐯| − 1 (3.3)
equation (3.3) is a binary condition over the list 𝐯, meaning that the value of 𝑥௝ is 1 if viewpoint 𝑣௝ is
in the solution, and 0 otherwise. (3.2) sets a constraint on the coverage strength for all points so that
the coverage performance becomes 1. Note the subscript 𝑖 is reserved for scene-points, subscript 𝑗 is
reserved for viewpoints, and | ⋅ | represents the length of the list.
3.3 The Solution Space
e size of the solution space is indeed very large, and it is in fact 2|𝐯|. An option could be, for
instance, to reduce the size of the solution space by removing all binary combinations of the elements
in 𝐱 that are larger than the minimum necessary number of viewpoints. However, there is no a priori
way of computing this number. In addition, a brute force algorithm that tests all possibilities would
be untraceable because its order of growth is, at best, exponential with respect to the size of the
viewpoint list.
3.3.1 Scene Discretization
A scene-point list is a prerequisite for the computation of the viewpoint list. e scene-point list can
be obtained directly from the model of the task. In general, the task can be modelled by a triangular
mesh, which in most cases comes in the form of a CAD model. e task might also be modelled as
a point could; however, in such case a triangulation or tessellation operation must be applied ﬁrst in
order to estimate the surface normals of the task.
From the task model, the centroid of each triangle and the normal vector to the plane in which
the triangle lies are computed. Using each of the triangles’ centroids and normals, an ordered list of
directional points is created. In this work it is assumed that the list of directional points eﬀectively
models the geometry of the task, and that the tringles are small enough to approximate the surface
of the task with suﬃcient accuracy.
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3.3.2 Viewpoint Generation
e solution space is populated only with feasible viewpoint candidates. us, an approach similar to
that used by Tarbox and Goschlich [80] is used. For every point in the scene-point list, an optimal
viewpoint can be generated using the guidelines depicted in Figure 3.1.
Visibility Resolution View Angle
p
vv
p p
v
zR
Figure 3.1: Viewpoint generation guidelines.
e explanations for these guidelines are as follows. First, a scene-point located along the optical
axis maps to the centre of the image, which ensures maximum visibility. Second, resolution is a
function of distance and it measures the units of length represented by a pixel in the image. e
standoﬀ distance 𝑧ோ is the furthest a viewpoint can be before resolution falls below a predetermined
threshold. Finally, let 𝒫 be the plane tangent to the surface where the scene-point lies, and let ℐ be
the image plane associated with the viewpoint. A scene-point with a normal that is aligned with the
optical axis of the viewpoint is equivalent to having planes 𝒫 and ℐ be parallel with respect to each
other and thus avoid skewed images and self occlusion. Equations (2.8) and (3.4a) to (3.5b) show how
to compute the viewpoint space.
e position component.
𝑣௫ = 𝑝௫ + 𝑧ோ sin(𝑝ఘ) cos(𝑝ఎ) (3.4a)
𝑣௬ = 𝑝௬ + 𝑧ோ sin(𝑝ఘ) sin(𝑝ఎ) (3.4b)
𝑣௭ = 𝑝௭ + 𝑧ோ cos(𝑝ఘ) (3.4c)
e direction component.
𝑣ఘ = 𝑝ఘ + 𝜋 (3.5a)
𝑣ఎ = 𝑝ఎ (3.5b)
where scene-point 𝑝 is deﬁned as 𝑝 = [𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧, 𝜌, 𝜂], and similarly for viewpoint 𝑣. In both cases 𝑥, 𝑦, and
𝑧 represent the position, whereas 𝜌 and 𝜂 represent the direction formaed in spherical coordinates.
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3.3.3 ality of the Solution Space
Next, evidence that the solution space has some optimal properties is provided. Although the response
of the coverage function 𝐶(𝑣, 𝑝) is non-linear and very diﬃcult to optimize (see Figure 5.2(a)), each
viewpoint in the solution space is generated locally for each scene-point (see Section 3.3.2). It is in
this context that the response of the coverage function becomes convex with respect to the plane in
which the scene-point is located. When the scene is restricted to a plane, as it is the case with each
triangle in the task model, it is possible to ﬁt a smooth convex function to the response of the coverage
function. An example of this can be seen in Figure 3.2 were the ﬁt is given by
𝐶௙௜௧ = 𝑒
ିቀ (ೣషೣ೚)మ
మ഑మೣ
ା (೤ష೤೚)మ
మ഑మ೤
ቁ (3.6)
where 𝐶௙௜௧ determines the coverage strength provided by a viewpoint at point 𝑝 = [𝑥, 𝑦] in the view-
point’s local frame. e deviations, 𝜎௫ and 𝜎௬, determine the shape, whereas 𝑥௢ and 𝑦௢ determine the
centroid of the polygon¹.
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Figure 3.2: Coverage Response – A comparison between the response of the coverage model and the
response of the gaussian ﬁt.
1 Proposition (e Optimality of a Triangle’s Centre)
e scene-point that yields an optimal viewpoint for visual coverage of a convex polygon is located at the
centroid of the polygon.
P e optimal viewpoint in a convex polygon is found by making the ﬁrst derivative of the
coverage function equal to zero. is is done, respectively, for 𝐶ᇱ௙௜௧௫ and 𝐶ᇱ௙௜௧௬.
𝜕
𝜕௫
𝐶௙௜௧ = −
(𝑥 − 𝑥௢)
𝜎ଶ௫
𝑒
ିቀ (ೣషೣ೚)మ
మ഑మೣ
ା (೤ష೤೚)మ
మ഑మ೤
ቁ (3.7a)
𝜕
𝜕௬
𝐶௙௜௧ = −
(𝑦 − 𝑦௢)
𝜎ଶ௬
𝑒
ିቀ (ೣషೣ೚)మ
మ഑మೣ
ା (೤ష೤೚)మ
మ഑మ೤
ቁ (3.7b)
¹By introducing ௫೚ and ௬೚ the Gaussian ﬁt looses some generality and becomes applicable only for convex and fairly
symmetrical polygons. In the case of the triangular mesh, the Gaussian ﬁt is still valid.
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which, by seing డడೣ𝐶௙௜௧ = 0 and డడ೤𝐶௙௜௧ = 0, yield
𝑥 = 𝑥௢ (3.8a)
𝑦 = 𝑦௢ (3.8b)
which indicates that the optimal viewpoint for a convex polygon is located at the centre of the poly-
gon. 
From the previous analysis –assuming that the triangles in the task model are at least smaller
than the ﬁeld of view of the camera– it can be concluded that a scene-point can eﬀectively replace the
triangle as a model of the task, and that the solution space has the property that every scene-point is
optimally covered by at least one viewpoint.
e previous proof works well under the assumption that the Gaussian ﬁt in (3.6) approximates
the response of the coverage model within acceptable tolerance. As can be seen in Figure 3.2, the
Gaussian ﬁt does in fact approximate the coverage model for all convex-symmetric polygons. e
method presented in this section is restricted to triangular meshes with fairly symmetrical triangles.
If this is not the case, then an additional triangulation step can be applied to further partition the
mesh.
3.3.4 Extended Solution Space
All the possible combinations of viewpoints from the viewpoint list –in which any viewpoint may
or may not be present in the solution– represent the solution space. Because the solution space is
composed of only one viewpoint for each triangle in the task model, one can argue that this reduction
is too restrictive and not representative enough of its continuous counterpart². In order to improve
this, a partitioning of the triangular mesh into convex regions is performed by applying graph tools
to traverse the topology of the mesh.
1 Deﬁnition (Convex Region)
A convex region is a set of triangles where the vertices form a connected graph in which each triangle is
deﬁned by a cycle of length three, and the angle between the normals of any two adjacent triangles is in
the range (0, గଶ ].
e convex regions are found by checking for each vertex in the mesh all the triangles that touch
this vertex. If all the triangles satisfy the angle condition a convex region is found, and the vertices in
the region are removed for the remainder of the search. Aerwards, each convex region is represented
by a set of directional points. Since the normals associated to the points are unit vectors expressed in
a common frame, a cone is ﬁed by averaging the normals and thus ﬁnding a viewpoint that is well
posed to cover all triangles in the convex region. A new viewpoint is added to the solution space for
each convex region.
²e optimal solution may lay in the space between the centre of two or more triangles.
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e increased size of the solution space produces an increase in the computational cost for the
viewpoint selection method. is is handled as follows. Firstly, the mesh is partitioned in linear
time, using the so called render dynamic, in order to represent the topology of the mesh. e render
dynamic data structure stores a set of lists representing all the relationships between the vertices,
the edges, and the faces of the mesh allowing topology traversing in constant time. Lastly, occlusion
computation can be avoided between any point in a convex region since convexity ensures that all
triangles in the convex region are visible from the corresponding viewpoint’s pose.
3.4 Optics Optimization
Equations (2.2) to (2.8) show how to compute the standoﬀ distance for each viewpoint. However,
these equations require that the focal length 𝑓 and the other internal parameters of the camera be
ﬁxed. In other words, before computing the viewpoint candidates it is necessary to select a camera
sensor and lens.
3.4.1 Hardware Selection
e selection of camera sensors and lenses typically involves the consideration of ﬁve parameters: the
sensor size, pixel pitch, image format, focal length, and lens aperture. For simplicity and generality
only two parameters are considered³, namely, the sensor size [𝑤, ℎ] and the focal length 𝑓.
e performance of sensor networks is optimized by maximizing visual coverage and image qual-
ity. e performance is related to the angle of view, visibility, resolution, and focus. e position
and orientation of the viewpoint determine the angle of view, and the visibility (to some extent). Fur-
thermore, the properties of the sensor and lens determine visibility, resolution, and focus. Figure 3.3
shows the calibration of the focal length 𝑓 of a lens with variable zoom and focus seings. Figure 3.3
was computed by following the methods proposed in [81, 82, 83]. Although the behaviour of the fo-
cal length is highly non-linear, the general trend shows that as the zoom increases, so does the focal
length.
2 Proposition (Resolution vs Focal Length)
e resolution at which points in the scene map onto the image plane increases as the focal length in-
creases.
P Equation (2.8) can be rewrien as follows
𝑅 = 𝑑ௌmax ൬
tan𝛼௟ + tan𝛼௥
𝑤 ,
tan 𝛼௧ + tan𝛼௕
ℎ ൰ (3.9)
then, substituting (2.2) to (2.5), respectively, in (3.9)
𝑅 = 𝑑ௌmax൭
௥ೠ௦ೠ
௙ +
(௪ି௥ೠ)௦ೠ
௙
𝑤 ,
௥ೡ௦ೡ
௙ +
(௛ି௥ೡ)௦ೡ
௙
ℎ ൱ (3.10)
³e other three parameters can be calculated using the sensor size, the focal length, and the task parameters (see
Mavrinac [4]).
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Figure 3.3: Calibration of variable lens.
further simplifying (3.10) with some algebraic manipulation, the resolution is given by
𝑅 = 𝑑ௌ𝑓 max(𝑠௨ , 𝑠௩) (3.11)
Since resolution increases as the number of units of length per pixel decreases, (3.11) shows that
the resolution is inversely proportional to the pixel size and directly proportional to the focal length.
From (3.10) and (2.2) to (2.5), it can be seen that the resolution increases as the focal length in-
creases and the sensor density increases; the later can be increased by increasing the sensor size
and/or by decreasing the pixel pitch. Intuitively, one could argue that selecting the largest sensor
and the lens with the largest focal length would provide the best possible resolution. However, this
poses a problem for the visibility of the viewpoint; as (2.2) to (2.5) show: the size of the ﬁeld of view is
inversely proportional to the focal length. us increasing the focal length ultimately results in less
coverage.
Since the only information available to compute the optimal size of the ﬁeld of view is that which
is being computed in the ﬁrst place; this method resorts to having the user input a list of camera
sensors and lenses. e tradeoﬀ between resolution and visibility is resolved by simply applying the
following steps:
1. Field of view. For all combinations of sensors and lenses from the list, the lower and upper limits
of the angles of the ﬁeld of view can be computed. Since the smallest angles yield the best
resolution and the smallest coverage. And since the largest angles yield the worst resolution
and the largest coverage, the angles of the ﬁeld of view are simply set to be the mean between
the two limits.
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2. Sensor size. e size of the sensor is directly proportional to both the resolution and the size of
the ﬁeld of view, thus the largest sensor from the list of sensors is selected.
3. Focal length. With a ﬁxed sensor and ﬁeld of view, the focal length can be computed by assuming
the optical centre is at the centre of the image and rearranging (2.2) to (2.5)
𝑓 = 𝑤𝑠௨2tan ఈ೓ଶ
= ℎ𝑠௩2tan ఈೡଶ
(3.12)
where 𝛼௛ = 𝛼௟ + 𝛼௥ and 𝛼௩ = 𝛼௧ + 𝛼௕ are the horizontal and vertical angles of the ﬁeld of view.
Once the sensor has been selected and the focal length has been computed, the list can be dis-
carded. e lens with the focal length that is closest to the computed value is selected.
3.5 The Sensor Deployment Algorithm
3.5.1 Graph-Based Data Structure
Given the ordered list of scene-points 𝐩 and the associated list of viewpoints 𝐯, a data structure is
constructed that will be helpful in formalizing the viewpoint selection algorithm later in this Section.
e interaction topology between scene-points and viewpoints is represented using a graph 𝐺 =
(𝑉, 𝐸, 𝑤) with the set of vertices 𝑉 = {𝑝௜ , ⋯ , 𝑝|𝐩|, 𝑣௝ , ⋯ , 𝑣|𝐯|} for 𝑖 = 0,⋯ , |𝐩| − 1 and 𝑗 = 0,⋯ , |𝐯| − 1,
and edges 𝐸 ⊆ 𝑉 × 𝑉. An edge exists between two vertices if one of the vertices is visible from the
other. Additionally, the weight of the edge is equal to the coverage strength resulting from evaluating
the pair of vertices in the edge, 𝑤 = 𝐶(𝑣௝ , 𝑝௜). It is evident by now that 𝐺 is a directed graph because
only viewpoints can have visibility, in other words, 𝐶(𝑝௜ , 𝑣௝) = 0 ∀ 𝑖, 𝑗 and 𝐶(𝑝௜ , 𝑝௝) = 0 ∀ 𝑖, 𝑗. To
illustrate this, Figure 3.4 shows the adjacency matrix of vision graph 𝐺.
v1 ⋯ v|v|
p1 C(v1,p1) ⋯ C(v|v|,p1)
⋮ ⋮ ⋱ ⋮
p|p| C(v1,p|p|) ⋯ C(v|v|,p|p|)
Figure 3.4: Adjacency matrix of vision graph 𝐺
Note that although viewpoints could, in theory, see other viewpoints, there is no use in a camera
conﬁguration where viewpoints are part of the scene. is is avoided by seing 𝐶(𝑣௜ , 𝑣௝) = 0 ∀ 𝑖, 𝑗.
e data structure is then the |𝐩| by |𝐯| resulting matrix. is matrix is very similar to themeasurabil-
ity matrix used by Sco [15]. One important diﬀerence between the work by Sco and this work, is
that in [15] the viewpoint selection is solved by an algorithm that directly operates over the entries of
the measurability matrix. In this work, this matrix is used as a ﬁrst step to building a graph of visual
overlap. For the remaining of this section this matrix will be referred to as the vision matrix 𝑀.
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In order to handle and extract some useful information from the vision matrix, some tools are pre-
sented for computing the coverage of each viewpoint and the degree of overlap between viewpoints.
e list of points that are covered from viewpoint 𝑣௝ is the column vector 𝑀[∶, 𝑗]. e coverage of a
single viewpoint 𝑐(𝑣௝) is deﬁned as the coverage strength provided by that viewpoint for all scene
points.
𝑐(𝑣௝) =
1
|𝐩|
|𝐩|ିଵ
෍
௜ୀ଴
𝑀[𝑖, 𝑗] (3.13)
e maximum coverage 𝑐୫ୟ୶ for all viewpoints in 𝑀 is
𝑐୫ୟ୶ = max ቀ𝑐(𝑣௝)ቁቚ∀௩ೕ∈𝐯
(3.14)
For any two viewpoints 𝑣௝ and 𝑣௞ the degree of coverage overlap is deﬁned as the coverage of the
dot product of the two column vectors𝑀[∶, 𝑗] and𝑀[∶, 𝑘], normalized by the maximum coverage 𝑐୫ୟ୶.
𝑜(𝑣௝ , 𝑣௞) =
ଵ
|𝐩| ∑
|𝐩|ିଵ
௜ୀ଴ ቂ𝑀[𝑖, 𝑗] ⋅ 𝑀[𝑖, 𝑘]ቃ
𝑐୫ୟ୶
(3.15)
3.5.2 Viewpoint Selection
e motivation for building this vision matrix, is that it enables the quantiﬁcation of the degree of
coverage 𝑐(𝑣௝) that each viewpoint candidate can provide. Additionally, using the degree of visual
overlap 𝑜(𝑣௝ , 𝑣௞), the system’s graph of coverage overlap can be constructed. Let 𝑂 = (𝑉, 𝐸, 𝑤) be the
weighted undirected overlap graph, with the set of vertices 𝑉 = {𝑣௝ , ⋯ , 𝑣|𝐯|} for 𝑗 = 0,⋯ , |𝐯| − 1, and
edges 𝐸 ⊆ 𝑉×𝑉. ere exists an edge between a pair 𝑣௝ and 𝑣௞ if the viewpoints simultaneously cover
some of the scene-points. e weight 𝑤 is equal to the overlap as given by (3.15).
Using both overlap graph 𝑂 and the row vector of coverage ቂ𝑐(𝑣௝)ቃቚ∀௩ೕ∈𝐯, the compounded degree
for each vertex in 𝑂 is computed. e compounded degree 𝑑௖ of a vertex 𝑣௝ ∈ 𝑂 is deﬁned as the
product between the sum of theweights of all the edges that contain said vertex and the corresponding
coverage 𝑐(𝑣௝), which is given by
𝑑௖௝ = 𝑐(𝑣௝)
|௛ೕ|ିଵ
෍
௞ୀ଴
𝑤௝௞ (3.16)
where 𝑘 is used to iterate over the list, ℎ௝ , of neighbours of 𝑣௝ , and 𝑤௝௞ is the weight of the corre-
sponding edge or overlap degree.
e premise of the viewpoint selection method is the following. Let 𝑜(𝑣௝ , 𝑣௞) = 1.0 be the overlap
shared by viewpoints 𝑣௝ and 𝑣௞. Since the overlap is non-zero, any viewpoint of the two performs as
good as the other at covering the shared scene. Furthermore, if 𝑣௝ has non-zero overlap with other
viewpoints, then 𝑣௝ becomes a desirable viewpoint for selection since it can potentially replace its
neighbours. It is important to be careful when using this criteria for viewpoint selection since a high
degree of overlap does not guarantee a high degree of coverage. is is why, in (3.16), the sum of the
weights is multiplied by the coverage.
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Algorithm 1 Graph-Based Viewpoint Placement
Input: 𝐩
Output: 𝑆
1: From 𝐩, generate 𝐯 as given by (2.8) and (3.4a) to (3.5b)
2: for 𝑖 = 0 → |𝐩| do
3: for 𝑗 = 0 → |𝐯| do
4: 𝑀[𝑖, 𝑗] = 𝐶(𝑣௝ , 𝑝௜)
5: end for
6: end for
7: 𝑉 ← 𝐯
8: pairs ← non-repeated combinations of 𝑉
9: for pair ∈ pairs do
10: append 𝐸 ← pair
11: append 𝑤 ← 𝑜(pair), as given by (3.15)
12: end for
13: 𝑂 = (𝑉, 𝐸, 𝑤)
14: for 𝑣௝ ∈ 𝑉 do
15: append 𝐷௖ ← 𝑑௖௝ , as given by (3.16)
16: end for
17: sort 𝐷௖ in descending order
18: while |𝐷௖| > 0 do
19: pivot ← 𝐷௖[0]
20: append 𝑆 ← 𝑝𝑖𝑣𝑜𝑡
21: remove 𝐷௖[0] from 𝐷௖
22: N ← neighbours of pivot in 𝑂
23: for neighbour ∈ neighbours do
24: if neighbour ∈ 𝐷௖ then
25: remove neighbour from 𝐷௖
26: end if
27: end for
28: end while
29: return 𝑆
A greedy algorithm is implemented in order to perform viewpoint selection. A list of the com-
pounded degrees of all vertices in 𝑂 is ordered in descending order with respect to 𝑑௖ . e algorithm
starts by selecting the viewpoint with the highest degree, and proceeds to eliminate from the list all
the other viewpoints that are direct neighbours in the overlap graph. is is repeated until the orig-
inal list of compounded degrees is empty. e motivation for eliminating neighbouring viewpoints
is that this process reduces redundancies (i.e. excessive overlap), and thus maximizes the area being
covered by the viewpoints. Algorithm 1 shows the viewpoint placement process.
3.5.3 Cost Minimization
Aer performing the viewpoint placement, it is necessary to further minimize the number of
viewpoints. A binary search algorithm that operates over the list of selected viewpoints is used, as
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Algorithm 2 Viewpoint Minimization
Input: 𝑆
Output: 𝑡𝑒𝑚𝑝, 𝑓
1: best ← 𝐹(𝑆), as given by (2.1)
2: bestNumber ← |𝑆|
3: cut ← 1/2
4: temp ← 𝑆[0 ∶ (|𝑆| ⋅ 𝑐𝑢𝑡)]
5: while |𝑡𝑒𝑚𝑝| ≠ bestNumber do
6: 𝑓 ← 𝐹(𝑡𝑒𝑚𝑝)
7: if 𝑎𝑏𝑠(best− 𝑓) < 𝜀 then
8: 𝑆 ← 𝑆[0 ∶ (|𝑆| ⋅ 𝑐𝑢𝑡)]
9: cut ← 1/2
10: bestNumber ← |𝑆|
11: else
12: cut ← 3/4
13: end if
14: temp ← 𝑆[0 ∶ (|𝑆| ⋅ 𝑐𝑢𝑡)]
15: end while
16: return 𝑡𝑒𝑚𝑝, 𝑓
given in Algorithm 1. e binary search works as follows. Given a list of viewpoints, the list is cut
in half and its coverage performance 𝐹(𝐶, 𝑅) tested, if the performance remains within a predeﬁned
threshold 𝜀 then the algorithm continues to cut the list by half. On the other hand, if the performance
falls below 𝜀 then the cut is increased (i.e. selecting more than half of the viewpoints). e algorithm
stops when the minimum number of viewpoints that can perform relatively close to the original is
found. It is important to note that a binary search can be used only if the list of viewpoints is ordered
with respect to the coverage performance. at is, there is a direct relationship between the number
of cameras and the coverage performance of the list. is is true in this case because the viewpoint
placement algorithm sorted the list of viewpoints based on the compounded degree, which is directly
related to the coverage. e binary search is implemented in Algorithm 2.
3.6 Experimental Validation
3.6.1 Simulations
In this simulation the graph-based method is used to deploy a sensor network for three diﬀerent
polygonal meshes. For each experiment, the results obtained using the solution space and the ex-
tended solution space, as described in Section 3.3, are compared. In this case the sensor networks
are deployed and tested by simulation in Adolphus; the performance of the deployment is measured
using the coverage performance (2.1). e results are summarized in Tables 3.2 to 3.4. e columns
are described as follows. e second column shows the number of triangles in the polygonal mesh.
e third column shows the number of cameras selected applying Algorithm 1. e fourth column
shows the number of cameras selected aer the viewpoint minimization as per Algorithm 2. e ﬁh
column is the coverage performance as deﬁned by Mavrinac [4]. Finally, the last column shows the
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(a) Shape A (b) Shape B (c) Shape C
Figure 3.5: Graph-based camera network deployment.
time expressed in minutes.
Table 3.2: Graph-Based Simulation Results (shape A)
Method Triangles Greedy Optimal Performance Time
Normal 379 10 8 0.9603 6.55
Extended 379 11 8 0.9603 6.89
Table 3.3: Graph-Based Simulation Results (shape B)
Method Triangles Greedy Optimal Performance Time
Normal 418 19 10 0.9616 9.14
Extended 418 19 10 0.9616 8.71
Table 3.4: Graph-Based Simulation Results (shape C)
Method Triangles Greedy Optimal Performance Time
Normal 114 24 24 0.7281 0.22
Extended 114 19 19 0.9474 0.23
From the results it can be seen that both methods compute a solution approximately under the
same amount of time. When comparing the deployments for shapes A and B, it can be seen that the
cost and performance are the same for both methods. However, in the case of shape C the method
using the extended solution space outperforms the method using the regular solution space. is
evidence is in accordance with the theoretical expectation (see Section Section 3.3). e method
using the extended solution space performs equally well, or beer than the method using the regular
solution space.
In previous work presented in [84, 85], Algorithm 1 had a shorter execution time. Occlusion
checks for static objects in the scene have been implemented since, causing Algorithm 1 a longer
execution time. On the other hand, the design tool for sensor deployment now implements the optics
selection method described in Section 3.4. In previous work, the method for optics selection relied on
a generate-and-test approach that added a linear time complexity to the overall execution time with
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respect to the number of sensor-lens combinations in the input list. anks to the method described
in Section 3.4 the selection of the optics is now done in constant time. Table 3.5 shows a comparison
between the execution times using generate-and-test and the new analytic approach. In this case
there are a total of ﬁve sensor-lens combinations in the input list.
Table 3.5: Execution Time Comparison for Graph-Based Method
Generate-and-test Analytic approa
Shape A 32.38 min 6.89 min
Shape B 42.67 min 8.71 min
Shape C 01.17 min 0.23 min
3.6.2 Experiments
(a) Cranksha (b) Motor Coupling
Figure 3.6: Graph-based sensor network deployment.
Next, the graph-based method is tested using a physical apparatus. In this experiment, camera
conﬁgurations are generated to cover two mechanical parts: a cranksha and a motor coupling, as
seen in Figure 3.6. In this case only one type of camera (iCube NS4133BU) and one type of lens (NET
SV-0813V) are used; the task parameters were selected as follows: 𝑅௜ = 𝑅௔ = 0.4, 𝑐௜ = 1.0, 𝑐௔ = 5.0,
and 𝜁௜ = 𝜁௔ = 0.9599.
ere is a problem inherent in the positioning of the cameras. Unlike the simulation, human
operators are unable to place the cameras at the exact location described by the generated sensor
conﬁguration. e solution is to use extrinsic camera calibration as means of feedback and to repeat
the process of positioning and calibrating until all cameras are close enough to their respective lo-
cations. Although the robotic manipulator in Figure 3.6(b) would have been an ideal solution to this
problem, the reach of the robotic arm is too small to eﬀect all camera positions. In this experiment
it is reported that the mean euclidean error between the camera locations and the actual locations is
10mm.
Using image processing operations the performance criteria is measured from the images. Criteria
such as the total area of the part that is visible to the cameras, the mean resolution at which the
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cameras image the part, and the greatest angle at which cameras can see non-parallel faces of the
part. ese measurements are reported in Tables 3.6 and 3.7 under “Measured”. e data reported
under “Expected” is the result of the simulation aer the sensor conﬁguration was generated.
Table 3.6: Cranksha
Expected Measured
Visibility 96.58% 91.94%
Resolution 0.4mm/𝑝𝑥 0.35mm/𝑝𝑥
Angle 53.10∘ 51.98∘
Table 3.7: Coupling
Expected Measured
Visibility 100% 98.21%
Resolution 0.4mm/𝑝𝑥 0.31mm/𝑝𝑥
Angle 54.74∘ 54.00∘
From Tables 3.6 and 3.7 it can be seen that both the visibility and the angle of view of the ﬁnal con-
ﬁguration were lower than expected, although still close. On the other hand, the measured resolution
outperformed the expected one. us, the graph-based method for automatic viewpoint selection is
able to perform while satisfying the visual requirement of resolution, which is of utmost important
for industrial inspections.
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CHAPTER 4
Tensor Framework
Whether you can observe a thing or not depends on the
theory which you use. It is the theory which decides
what can be observed.
Albert Einstein (1879–1955)
e ultimate goal of modeling the vision system is to be able to predict the system’s performance.
is predictive quality may be useful for simulations and optimization, and in terms of the later, the
optimal state is deﬁned as follows. A triangle –the atomic unit that represents a task– is optimally
imaged by the camera when its centre is at the centre of the viewing frustum, and the normal to its
surface is collinear with respect to the optical axis. Figure 4.1 depicts this concept.
0
min(zf, zR)
zn
αv
αh
Figure 4.1: e camera’s viewing frustum and a task represented by a single triangle.
e squared frustum in Figure 4.1 is a three dimensional representation of the one shown in
Figure 2.5. Before introducing the vision distance two concepts need to be formalized: the camera’s
viewing frustum, and the triangle as the atomic unit that represents a task.
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4.1 Camera Tensor
Using equations (2.2) to (2.8) the viewing frustum can be constructed by cuing a pyramid –with apex
at the optical centre and angles equal to those of the ﬁeld of view– at a distance of 𝑧௡ from the apex.
e base is located at a distance of min(𝑧௙ , 𝑧ோ) from the apex. In Figure 4.1 𝐩஼ represents the position
of the frustum in the world frame.
e camera tensor is a 3×3matrix, whose column vectors are the three vectors shown inside the
viewing frustum in Figure 4.2 (expressed in the world coordinate frame). ese three vectors form an
orthogonal basis which fully describes the orientation of the frustum and whose lengths describe the
shape of the frustum.
0
min(zf, zR)
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αv
αh c1
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pC
Figure 4.2: e camera tensor.
e motivation for representing the camera’s frustum with a tensor –as opposed to a set of eight
points in space– is that the tensor can also be expressed in a quadratic form, and thus allow for a
larger set of optimization tools that can be applied. In geometrical terms, the camera’s frustum is
being modeled with an ellipsoid. e relationship between the camera tensor and the ellipsoid can
be found by applying the principal axis theorem to the ellipsoid’s equation [86].
𝑐ଵଵ𝑥ଶ + (𝑐ଵଶ + 𝑐ଶଵ)𝑥𝑦 + (𝑐ଵଷ + 𝑐ଷଵ)𝑥𝑧 + 𝑐ଶଶ𝑦ଶ + (𝑐ଶଷ + 𝑐ଷଶ)𝑦𝑧 + 𝑐ଷଷ𝑧ଶ = 1 (4.1)
𝐱்𝐶𝐱 = ቂ 𝐜ଵ 𝐜ଶ 𝐜ଷ ቃ = ൦
𝑐ଵଵ 𝑐ଵଶ 𝑐ଵଷ
𝑐ଶଵ 𝑐ଶଶ 𝑐ଶଷ
𝑐ଷଵ 𝑐ଷଶ 𝑐ଷଷ
൪ (4.2)
where 𝐶 is the camera tensor and 𝐱 is the vector [𝑥 𝑦 𝑧]் of components of the Euclidean space.
4.2 Triangle Tensor
In this dissertation the triangle is the atomic unit that represents a task, and the reasoning is twofold.
First, a triangle is an entity that can carry information about the location and the orientation of a single
feature point in the scene (i.e. the normal represents orientation and its centre represents location).
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Second, in most industrial applications a task or target is represented as a triangular mesh (e.g. CAD
model).
At the core of this formulation, the goal is to measure the visual distance between a camera and a
triangle. In other words, it is necessary to quantify how close the camera is from imaging the triangle
with optimal quality. In order to devise such distance metric, it is necessary to express the triangle in
a form that is compatible with the camera tensor; thus the triangle tensor is introduced.
t1
t3
t2
pT
v1
v3
v2
Figure 4.3: e triangle tensor.
Similarly to the camera tensor, an orthogonal basis can be used to describe the orientation of the
triangle. Consider the vertices of the triangle in Figure 4.3 𝑣ଵ, 𝑣ଶ, and 𝑣ଷ as well as the centre of the
triangle 𝐩் (expressed in the world coordinate frame). e ﬁrst column vector of the triangle tensor
𝐭ଵ is given by the cross product ሬሬሬሬሬሬሬሬሬ⃗𝐩்𝑣ଵ × ሬሬሬሬሬሬሬሬሬ⃗𝐩்𝑣ଶ. e second column vector of the tensor 𝐭ଶ is ሬሬሬሬሬሬሬሬሬ⃗𝐩்𝑣ଵ. e
third column vector of the tensor 𝐭ଷ is given by the cross product 𝐭ଵ × 𝐭ଶ. e tensor is given by
𝑇 = ቂ 𝐭ଵ 𝐭ଶ 𝐭ଷ ቃ = ൦
𝑡ଵଵ 𝑡ଵଶ 𝑡ଵଷ
𝑡ଶଵ 𝑡ଶଶ 𝑡ଶଷ
𝑡ଷଵ 𝑡ଷଶ 𝑡ଷଷ
൪ (4.3)
where 𝑇 is the triangle tensor.
At this point it is important to make a note on the camera and triangle tensors and how they
approximate their respective visual counterparts. e camera tensor’s orthogonal basis can be used
to describe the orientation of the frustum, and the magnitudes of its column vectors can be used to
approximate the volume of the frustum. In the case of the triangle tensor, column vectors 𝐭ଶ and 𝐭ଷ
can be used to approximate the area of the triangle¹. Finally, since tensors are independent of the
coordinate frame used to describe them, one must keep track of the position, in the world coordinate
frame, of the frustum’s centre or the triangle’s centre. In either case the position is denoted using the
variable name 𝐩 and the tensor’s name as the subscript.
4.3 Tensor Operators
One of the goals of this dissertation is to provide a measure of closeness between two visual entities,
in the Euclidean sense as well as the degree of alignment between their orientations. Next, some
¹Column vector 𝐭భ is always expressed as a unit vector since it represents no physical property other than the direction
of the normal to the triangle’s surface.
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tensor operations are deﬁned before the Frobenius norm can be introduced as a way to compute the
distance between two orientations.
Although the following operators can be applied to tensors of any dimension. is dissertation
deals only with tensors in ℝଷ×ଷ. In all the following operations all tensors are assumed to be of size
3 × 3.
Given tensors 𝐴 and 𝐵, tensor 𝐴 is said to be equal to tensor 𝐵 according to the following
𝐴 = 𝐵 ⟺ 𝑎௜௝ = 𝑏௜௝ , for 𝑖, 𝑗 ∈ [1, 3] (4.4)
Given tensor 𝐴, the negation operator is deﬁned for a tensor as follows
−𝐴 = ቂ −𝐚ଵ 𝐚ଶ 𝐚ଷ ቃ (4.5)
e reason from this particular deﬁnition is driven by the physical interpretation of the vision
system and will be beer explained later in Section 5.1.
By abuse of notation, a unit tensor is deﬁned as a tensor whose column vectors are all unit vectors.
Given tensor 𝐴, the unit tensor is given as
𝐴
||𝐴|| = ቂ
𝐚భ
||𝐚భ||
𝐚మ
||𝐚మ||
𝐚య
||𝐚య|| ቃ (4.6)
where ||𝐚௡|| = ඥ𝐚௡்𝐚௡, for 𝑛 = 1, 2, 3
e norm of a tensor is deﬁned as the geometric mean of the eigenvalues of the tensor. is is
termed the geometric norm of a tensor, and it is given by
||𝐴||ீ = యඥ𝜆ଵ ⋅ 𝜆ଶ ⋅ 𝜆ଷ (4.7)
where 𝜆ଵ, 𝜆ଶ, and 𝜆ଷ are the eigenvalues of 𝐴.
Given 𝐴 and 𝐵, the tensor product 𝐴⊗ 𝐵 is deﬁned as the Kronecker product, and it is given by
𝐴⊗ 𝐵 = ൦
𝑎ଵଵ 𝐵 𝑎ଵଶ 𝐵 𝑎ଵଷ 𝐵
𝑎ଶଵ 𝐵 𝑎ଶଶ 𝐵 𝑎ଶଷ 𝐵
𝑎ଷଵ 𝐵 𝑎ଷଶ 𝐵 𝑎ଷଷ 𝐵
൪ (4.8)
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CHAPTER 5
Vision Distance
Equations are just the boring part of mathematics. I at-
tempt to see things in terms of geometry.
Stephen Hawking (1942–)
In Chapter 4 the camera’s frustum and triangle were described using a tensor and a point, namely
𝐶 and 𝐩஼ for the camera and 𝑇 and 𝐩் for the triangle. For simplicity, the tensor and the point are
combined into a single representation of the camera and triangle as follows
e camera is represented by
𝐂 = ൥ 𝐶 𝐩஼𝟎 1 ൩ (5.1)
and the triangle is represented by
𝐓 = ൥ 𝑇 𝐩்𝟎 1 ൩ (5.2)
where 𝐶 and 𝑇 are the camera and triangle tensors, respectively. 𝐩஼ and 𝐩் are the camera’s frustum
and triangle centres, respectively. 𝟎 = [0, 0, 0].
It is important to note that under the framework presented in this dissertation, any normalized
tensor satisﬁes the following conditions: 𝑇ିଵ = 𝑇், det(𝑇)= 1. us a normalized tensor is also a
rotation matrix and a member of the special orthogonal group 𝑆𝑂(3).
e camera 𝐂 and triangle 𝐓 are 4×4matrices. ese matrices are deﬁned for ease of presentation,
but they could also be used to represent a pose in the special Euclidean group 𝑆𝐸(3), that is, position
and orientation in homogeneous coordinates.
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5.1 Frobenius Distance
An entry-wise norm treats an 𝑚 × 𝑛 matrix as an 𝑚𝑛 vector, and then applies a vector norm. In the
case of the 𝑝-norm the norm of a tensor is deﬁned as
||𝐴||௣ = ቌ
௠
෍
௜ୀଵ
௡
෍
௝ୀଵ
|𝑎௜௝|௣ቍ
ଵ/௣
(5.3)
e Frobenius norm arises when 𝑝 = 2 (see [87]), and in the case of the 3×3 tensor the Frobenius
norm is given by
||𝐴||ி = ඩ
ଷ
෍
௜ୀଵ
ଷ
෍
௝ୀଵ
𝑎ଶ௜௝ (5.4)
Based on (5.4), the Frobenius distance between two tensors is deﬁned as
𝑑ி(𝐶, 𝑇) = ඩ
ଷ
෍
௜ୀଵ
ଷ
෍
௝ୀଵ
(𝑐௜௝ − 𝑡௜௝)ଶ (5.5)
3 Proposition (𝑑ி(⋅, ⋅) is a Metric on 𝑆𝑂(3))
e Frobenius distance 𝑑ி(𝐶, 𝑇) is a metric on 𝑆𝑂(3), ∀ 𝐶, 𝑇 ∈ 𝑆𝑂(3).
P Since the Frobenius distance in (5.5) is induced from the Frobenius norm (5.4), which is deﬁned
for all elements in ℝଷ×ଷ (see [87]). And since any element in 𝑆𝑂(3) is also an element in ℝଷ×ଷ. It
follows that the Frobenius distance is a distance for all 𝐶, 𝑇 ∈ 𝑆𝑂(3). 
Since the camera and triangle tensors are, by construction, orthogonal bases, they represent each
a rotation. However, in order for (5.5) to give a meaningful quantity of the diﬀerence between any
two orthogonal tensors (or rotations), the tensors must be ﬁrst normalized into unit tensors via (4.6).
Additionally, from the physical interpretation of the vision system it is known that for a camera to
image a triangle with optimal quality, the optical axis and the normal to the triangle’s surface must
be collinear but with opposite direction¹. Since the distance metric should be 0 at the optimal point,
it is necessary to negate either the optical axis or the normal to the triangle’s surface. Recall that 𝐜ଵ
and 𝐭ଵ represent the optical axis and the normal to the triangle’s surface, respectively in 𝐶 and 𝑇.
Finally, since both the camera and triangle tensors are subject only to rigid three-dimensional
Euclidean transformations, then only two of the three column vectors in an orthogonal tensor can
have opposite directions. is last constraint gives an upper bound on the Frobenius distance between
any two orthogonal unit tensors.
𝑑ி ቆ
𝐶
||𝐶|| ,
−𝑇
||𝑇||ቇ ∈ [0, √8] (5.6)
¹is is to avoid self-occlusion from the triangle itself.
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4 Proposition (𝑑ி(⋅, ⋅) is Bounded between 0 and √8)
e Frobenius distance of any two rotation matrices in 𝑆𝑂(3) has a lower bound at 0 and an upper bound
at √8.
P Let 𝐴 and 𝐵 be arbitrary normalized tensors in 𝑆𝑂(3). e Frobenius distance is given as
follows:
𝑑ி(𝐴, 𝐵) =‖𝐴 − 𝐵‖ி
=ඥ𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑒 ((𝐴 − 𝐵)்(𝐴 − 𝐵))
=ඥ𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑒 (𝐴்𝐴 − 𝐴்𝐵 − 𝐵்𝐴 + 𝐵்𝐵)
=ඥ𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑒 (2𝐼) − 𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑒 (2𝐴்𝐵)
=ඥ6 − 𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑒 (2𝐴்𝐵) (5.7)
Based on the property of rotation matrices, it is known that 𝐶 = 𝐴்𝐵 is still a rotation matrix.
Using the axis-angle representation, the rotation matrix 𝐶 can be rewrien as
𝐶 = ൦
cos 𝜃 + 𝑢ଶ௫(1 − cos 𝜃) 𝑢௫𝑢௬(1 − cos 𝜃) − 𝑢௭ sin 𝜃 𝑢௫𝑢௭(1 − cos 𝜃) + 𝑢௬ sin 𝜃
𝑢௫𝑢௬(1 − cos 𝜃) + 𝑢௭ sin 𝜃 cos 𝜃 + 𝑢ଶ௬(1 − cos 𝜃) 𝑢௭𝑢௬(1 − cos 𝜃) − 𝑢௫ sin 𝜃
𝑢௫𝑢௭(1 − cos 𝜃) − 𝑢௬ sin 𝜃 𝑢௭𝑢௬(1 − cos 𝜃) + 𝑢௫ sin 𝜃 cos 𝜃 + 𝑢ଶ௭(1 − cos 𝜃)
൪ (5.8)
where 𝜃 is the angle, and [𝑢௫ 𝑢௬ 𝑢௭]் is the axis satisfying 𝑢ଶ௫ + 𝑢ଶ௬ + 𝑢ଶ௭ = 1. It is seen from (5.8) that
𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑒 (𝐶) = 𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑒 ൫𝐴்𝐵൯ = 1 + 2 cos 𝜃 (5.9)
By substituting (5.9) into (5.7), it is shown that
𝑑ி(𝐴, 𝐵) = √4 − 4 cos 𝜃 (5.10)
erefore, it is clear that the lower bound of the Frobenius distance 𝑑ி(𝐴, 𝐵) between any two
rotation matrices is 0 and the upper bound is √8. Moreover, it is also interesting to ﬁnd that the
Frobenius distance between two rotation matrices merely depends the relative rotation angle, but
independent of the rotation axis. 
5.2 Vision Distance
Having already deﬁned the necessary tools, the vision distance can now be introduced. e vision
distance quantiﬁes the closeness with which a given camera is to optimally image a given triangle.
is is achieved by merging the Euclidean distance and the Frobenius distance; however, one of the
two must be normalized ﬁrst. Since the upper bound of the Euclidean distance lies at inﬁnity, and the
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Frobenius distance has both a lower and upper bounds, the Frobenius distance is normalized instead.
e normalized Frobenius distance is given by
𝑑ி ቀ ஼||஼|| ,
ି்
||்||ቁ
√8
∈ [0, 1] (5.11)
Finally, with optimization in mind, it is desirable that the vision distance exhibit the property of
reducing to the Euclidean distance whenever the two tensor operands are closest to each other, as well
as placing a heavy weight whenever the two tensor operands are furthest from one another. us
(5.12) is termed the Frobenius-based orientation scaling factor
𝑜ி = 1
1− ௗಷቀ
಴
||಴|| ,
ష೅
||೅|| ቁ
√଼
∈ [1,∞) (5.12)
Since the Frobenius distance is a distance in 𝑆𝑂(3), and it is bounded to the range [0, √8]. It follows
that the orientation scaling factor 𝑜ி exhibits the property of being a scalar in the range [1,∞) for all
𝐶, 𝑇 ∈ 𝑆𝑂(3).
e vision distance could be deﬁned as
𝑑௏(𝐂, 𝐓) = 𝑜ிඥ(𝐩஼ − 𝐩்)்(𝐩஼ − 𝐩்) (5.13)
e vision distance in (5.13) works well except when the Euclidean distance 𝑑ா(𝐩஼ , 𝐩்) = 0. In this
case the information provided by the orientation scaling factor 𝑜ி becomes irrelevant. One example
where this problem arrises is when the triangle is at the centre of the viewing frustum but looking
away from the camera. is case gives a vision distance of 0 but the triangle is self-occluded, and
thus invisible to the camera.
To remediate the situation described above, an additive term is introduced to the Euclidean com-
ponent of the vision distance, which is small enough to be negligible but still nonzero, and thus
preventing 𝑜ி from becoming irrelevant. e ﬁnal version of the vision distance is deﬁned as
𝑑௏(𝐂, 𝐓) = 𝑜ி ቀඥ(𝐩஼ − 𝐩்)்(𝐩஼ − 𝐩்) + 𝜀ቁ (5.14)
where 𝜀 → 0.
5 Proposition (𝑑௏(⋅, ⋅) is a Metric on ℝଷ.)
e vision distance in (5.13) is a proper distance metric on ℝଷ.
P e following proof is trivial and it is presented here for completeness. It is well known that
the Euclidean distance 𝑑ா(𝐱, 𝐲) is a metric on ℝଷ for 𝐱, 𝐲 ∈ ℝଷ. Furthermore, 𝛼𝑑ா(𝐱, 𝐲), 𝛼 > 0 is also
a metric on ℝଷ (see Naylor et al. [88]). By induction, it follows that the vision distance 𝑜ி𝑑ா(𝐩஼ , 𝐩்),
𝑜ி > 0 is also a metric on ℝଷ. 
Although the vision distance is a proper distance in ℝଷ, its operands are 𝐂 and 𝐓 in 𝑆𝐸(3). How-
ever, the vision distance is not a proper distance in 𝑆𝐸(3). e reason is that 𝑜ி , as opposed to 𝑑ி(⋅, ⋅),
is not a distance in 𝑆𝑂(3) because it never becomes 0. Despite these facts, the vision distance still
exhibits a behaviour similar to what one would expect from a distance in 𝑆𝐸(3). Evidence of this
claim is shown in Section 5.3.1.
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5.3 Validation of the Vision Distance
In the following experiments the vision distance is validated and its performance compared using
both simulations and experiments. e comparison is possible thanks to a publicly available imple-
mentation of the work in Mavrinac [4]. e experimental work and simulations in this dissertation
are done using the Adolphus simulation soware [89]. Adolphus is free soware licensed under the
GNU General Public License (see Figure 5.1).
Figure 5.1: Simulation Soware.
5.3.1 Simulations
In this simulation a simple scene consisting of a camera and a task is deﬁned. e simulation is
executed twice; once where there is only translational displacement of the task along the optical axis,
and once where there is only rotational displacement of the task along the vertical axis. For each
execution of the simulation, the response of both the coverage strength model and the vision distance
is recoded. e results are shown in Figure 5.2.
Figure 5.2(a) shows the coverage performance against the absolute Euclidean distance. It is im-
portant to note that the coverage strength model is highly nonlinear as the existence of multiple local
optimum is evident. Figure 5.2(b) shows that, when 𝑜ி = 1 and the movement is purely translational,
the vision distance reduces to the Euclidean distance. e reduction to the Euclidean distance by the
vision distance is evident in the linearity of Figure 5.2(b).
In the case of pure rotational movement the task rotates from a point of self-occlusion at −90∘,
then it passes through the optimal point, and rotates to self-occlusion at 90∘ (as measured from the
optical axis). Figure 5.2(c) shows the coverage performance against the angular displacement, and
Figure 5.2(d) shows the similar response for the vision distance. e trapezoidal shape of the coverage
model’s response shows the presence of multiple optimal points, where the vision distance shows a
property much more helpful in optimization; the optimal point is unique.
In Figures 5.2(e) and 5.2() the task rotates around the optical axis of the camera. In this case there
is no self-occlusion of the task; however, the task rotates around the optical axis in the image plane.
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Figure 5.2: Comparison between the coverage strength model and the vision distance in their response
to translational and rotational movements between a camera and a task.
From the results it can be seen that the coverage model is “unaware” of these changes, whereas the
vision distance is able to report them.
In this simulation both methods performed well. e coverage model and the vision distance were
able to identify the optimal conﬁguration between the camera and the task. e optimal conﬁguration
occurredwhen the taskwas located at the centre of the frustum and its normal alignedwith the optical
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Figure 5.3: Correlation between the tracking error and the performance metric of the coverage strength
model and the vision distance.
e vision distance was also tested using a physical apparatus (see Figure 5.4). In this experiment,
a target of known geometry was placed on the end eﬀector of a robotic manipulator. A camera was
placed in front of the target and a tracking application was used to estimate the three-dimensional
pose of the target. e robot’s encoders also provided an estimate of the target’s pose, which was
used as the ground truth. e diﬀerence between the ground truth and the camera’s estimate is the
positioning error, which is measured inmm for translation, and as the cosine of the angular diﬀerence
for rotation.
Similar to the simulation, the experiment was conducted twice and the response of both models is
reported. During the ﬁrst execution, only translational movement of the robotic arm along the optical
axis was allowed (Figures 5.3(a) and 5.3(b)). During the second run, only rotational movement was
allowed (see Figures 5.3(c) and 5.3(d)).
Figure 5.3 shows the comparison between the models’ responses and the tracking error, and Ta-
ble 5.3.2 shows the Pearson product-moment correlation coeﬃcient for each of the ﬁgures. In this
case the coverage strength model proved to be more accurate in its prediction of the vision system’s
performance. Although the vision distance’s accuracy is very close to that of the coverage model.
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Figure 5.4: Experimental Apparatus.
Recall that the vision distance approximates the viewing frustum with an ellipsoid, and thus it is not
as accurate. However, the vision distance has proven to behave more linearly and thus it is a beer
candidate for optimization.
Table 5.1: Correlation Comparison
Model Translation Rotation
CSM -0.9715 0.9983
VD 0.9476 -0.9858
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CHAPTER 6
Deployment of Camera Networks for
Industrial Inspections
Assure me of nothing! We assure ourselves.
Taraza, Heretics of Dune (1984)
6.1 Overview
e optimization of the camera parameters for a given task can be expressed in the following way:
A camera is said to have an optimal position when the task lies at the centre of the viewing frustum.
A camera is said to have an optimal orientation when the optical axis is collinear with the normal to
the plane tangent to the surface of the task. In the case where the objective is to optimize a single
camera and the task is composed of a single triangle, the optimal solution is found when the vision
distance between the camera and the task is 0. However, in the case where the objective is to optimize
multiple cameras and the task is composed of multiple triangles, ﬁnding a solution is not trivial. In
Section 6.2 and Section 6.3 it is shown how to ﬁnd an optimal solution when the problem involves a
single camera and a task composed of multiple triangles. Finally, in Section 6.4 it is shown how to
compute a suboptimal solution for multiple cameras.
Minimizing the vision distance between a camera and a set of triangles can be simpliﬁed by per-
forming optimization separately in the group of rotations 𝑆𝑂(3) and in Euclidean space ℝଷ. is is
possible because the special Euclidean group 𝑆𝐸(3) is homeomorphic to the product 𝑆𝑂(3) × ℝଷ. In
short, the vision distance can be minimized by minimizing the Frobenius and Euclidean distances
separately.
6 Proposition (𝑆𝐸(3) is Homeomorphic to 𝑆𝑂(3) × ℝଷ)
e special Euclidean group 𝑆𝐸(3) is the semidirect product of the special orthogonal group 𝑆𝑂(3) and
the Euclidean space ℝଷ.
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P Any element in 𝑆𝐸(3) is a translation followed by a rotation
𝐱 ↦ 𝐴(𝐱 + 𝐭) (6.1)
or a rotation followed by a translation
𝐱 ↦ 𝐴𝐱 + 𝐭 (6.2)
where 𝐴 is an orthonormal matrix, and 𝐱 and 𝐭 are elements in ℝଷ.
e translational group 𝑇(3) and the special orthogonal group 𝑆𝑂(3) have elements in ℝଷ and
ℝଷ×ଷ, respectively, and both are subgroups of 𝑆𝐸(3). Since the translation and rotation operations
are linear transformations, and rigid motions (6.1) and (6.2) in 𝑆𝐸(3) are also linear transformations;
it follows that 𝑆𝐸(3) is homomorphic to the product 𝑆𝑂(3) × ℝଷ. 
e previous proof implies that any element in 𝑆𝐸(3) can be decomposed into elements of 𝑆𝑂(3)
and ℝଷ. Additionally, if all frames of reference “agree” upon the same convention for rigid body
motions (e.g. either (6.1) or (6.2)), then the individual elements in 𝑆𝐸(3) can be treated separately (see
Ma et al. [90]).
6.2 Single Camera Position Optimization
Given a list of 𝑛 triangles [𝑇ଵ, ..., 𝑇௡] with known positions 𝐩௞், 𝑘 ∈ [1, 𝑛]. e objective is to minimize
the sum of squared diﬀerences between the camera 𝐩஼ and every triangle 𝐩௞். In order to ensure
visibility, the optimization must be constrained so that the maximum distance between the camera
and any triangle falls within a predetermined threshold. e threshold is chosen to be the geometric
norm (4.7) of the camera tensor 𝐶. e choice of the threshold ensures that all the triangles will be
inside the viewing frustum.
e optimization problem is formulated as
Minimize ඩ
ଷ
෍
௜ୀଵ
(𝑝஼೔ − 𝑝௞்௜)ଶ (6.3a)
subject to ||𝐩஼ − 𝐩௞்||ଶ ≤ ||𝐶||ீ (6.3b)
for 𝑘 = 1, 2, ..., 𝑛 (6.3c)
where 𝐩஼ is the variable to be optimized, and ||𝐶||ீ is a known threshold.
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e problem in (6.3a) to (6.3c) can be reformulated as a second-order cone programming problem
by introducing a new variable 𝑎, which represents the upper bound of (6.3a). Additionally, a new
vector 𝐯 is introduced such that
||𝐯||ଶ =
𝑝஼ଵ − 𝑝ଵ்ଵ
𝑝஼ଶ − 𝑝ଵ்ଶ
𝑝஼ଷ − 𝑝ଵ்ଷ
⋮
𝑝஼ଵ − 𝑝௡்ଵ
𝑝஼ଶ − 𝑝௡்ଶ
𝑝஼ଷ − 𝑝௡்ଷ ଶ
= ඩ
ଷ
෍
௜ୀଵ
(𝑝஼೔ − 𝑝௞்௜)ଶ (6.4)
With the new variables in place, the optimization problem is reformulated as a standard second-
order cone programming problem:
Minimize 𝑎 (6.5a)
subject to ||𝐯||ଶ < 𝑎 (6.5b)
||𝐩஼ − 𝐩௞்||ଶ ≤ ||𝐶||ீ (6.5c)
for 𝑘 = 1, 2, ..., 𝑛 (6.5d)
e formulation of the previous optimization problem into a standard form is very advantageous,
because there are many tools that can be used to ﬁnd a solution (see Sra et al. [91]).
6.3 Single Camera Orientation Optimization
Finding the orientation of the camera that minimizes the Frobenius distance to the orientations of the
triangles is similar to ﬁnding the “average” of the rotations. Given the normalized tensors 𝐶 and 𝑇௞
representing the rotations of the camera and 𝑛 triangles, respectively for 𝑘 ∈ [1, 𝑛]. e problem can
be expressed as follows:
Minimize ඩ
ଷ
෍
௜ୀଵ
ଷ
෍
௝ୀଵ
(𝑐௜௝ − 𝑡௞௜௝)ଶ (6.6a)
subject to ||𝐜ଵ||ଶ = 1 (6.6b)
||𝐜ଶ||ଶ = 1 (6.6c)
𝐜ଵ ⋅ 𝐜ଶ = 0 (6.6d)
for 𝑘 = 1, 2, ..., 𝑛 (6.6e)
where 𝐶 is the variable to be computed, 𝐜ଵ ⋅ 𝐜ଶ denotes the inner product, and 𝐜ଷ = 𝐜ଵ × 𝐜ଶ.
e problem in (6.6a) to (6.6e) is not a convex problem because (6.6b) to (6.6d) are second-order
equality constraints, and as such, the solution is very hard to ﬁnd. While applying other methods
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such as heuristics or non-linear optimization could solve the problem. is dissertation is commied
to ﬁnding a solution that is computationally eﬃcient and with some guarantee of optimality. is
problem is solved by performing optimization of the orientation component in the tangent space of
𝑆𝑂(3).
Optimization in the Tangent Space
Let 𝒪 be a smooth manifold containing all possible rotations in 𝑆𝑂(3)with elements 𝑅 ∈ ℝଷ×ଷ: 𝑅ିଵ =
𝑅், det(𝑅)= 1. e tangent space of 𝒪 at 𝑅, denoted as 𝑇ோ𝒪, is deﬁned as the span of the tangent
vectors for all the possible curves passing through 𝑅. e logarithmic map log(𝑅)∶ 𝒪 ↦ 𝑇ோ𝒪 maps
𝑅 ∈ 𝒪 to 𝐫 ∈ 𝑇ோ𝒪. e exponential map is the inverse of the logarithmic map, and it is deﬁned as exp
= logିଵ. e exponential map is a diﬀeomorphism between a suﬃciently small neighbourhood of 0
in 𝑇ோ𝒪, and a neighbourhood of 𝑅 in 𝒪. In this case the tangent space of 𝑆𝑂(3) is the space of 3 × 3
skew-symmetric matrices 𝑠𝑜(3).
e logarithmic function Log(⋅) transforms a matrix in 𝑆𝑂(3) into a skew-symmetric matrix in
𝑠𝑜(3). e resulting matrix in 𝑠𝑜(3) can in turn be expressed as a vector according to the following
procedure
log(𝑅) = 𝐫 = ൦
0 −𝑟ଷ 𝑟ଶ
𝑟ଷ 0 −𝑟ଵ
−𝑟ଶ 𝑟ଵ 0
൪ ∈ 𝑠𝑜(3)
?̂? = [𝑟ଵ, 𝑟ଶ, 𝑟ଷ]் (6.7a)
e well known Rodrigues formula [92] can be used to compute the exponential map in the fol-
lowing way.
exp(𝐫) = 𝐼 cos ||?̂?|| + 𝐫 sin ||?̂?|| + (1 − cos ||?̂?||)?̂? ⊗ ?̂? (6.8)
where 𝐼 is the identity matrix and ?̂? ⊗ ?̂? is the tensor product as deﬁned in (4.8).
e logarithmic map can be computed as
𝜃 = arccos ቆ𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑒(𝑅) − 12 ቇ (6.9)
log(𝑅) = ൝ 0 if 𝜃 = 0ఏ
ଶ ୱ୧୬ఏ (𝑅 − 𝑅்) if 𝜃 ≠ 0, 𝜃 ∈ [−𝜋, 𝜋]
(6.10)
Since 𝑠𝑜(3) is isometric to ℝଷ, 𝐫 can be interpreted as a vector in ℝଷ (e.g. the vector ?̂?), and
compute the average of rotations using the second-order cone program deﬁned in (6.5a) to (6.5d). e
main advantage of the optimization in the tangent space is that the problem becomes convex, and the
optimal solution can be computed easily. e only consideration to have is that the threshold in (6.5c)
needs to be redeﬁned, since its physical meaning does not translate well into the tangent space.
By operating in the tangent space 𝑠𝑜(3), the curvature of 𝑆𝑂(3) can be accounted for and avoid the
approximation issues of using the Frobenius distance directly. However, since the exponential map is
a diﬀeomorphism of a suﬃciently small neighbourhood 0 ∈ 𝑠𝑜(3) and 𝑅 ∈ 𝑆𝑂(3), the optimization in
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the tangent space is also an approximation. us the program in (6.5a) to (6.5d) converges to the true
“average” of rotations only when all the rotations are close enough to each other. In this dissertation
it is assumed that the task model is smooth enough for this purpose. In other words, the tensors
of neighbouring triangles 𝑇௝ of any triangle 𝑇௜ in the task model are at most 𝑑ி(𝑇௜ , 𝑇௝) < 𝑑ி(𝑇௜ , −𝑇௜).
Algorithm 3 shows how to optimize the orientation.
Algorithm 3 Orientation Optimization
Input: list of triangles 𝒯
Output: 𝐶
1: 𝑆 = [ ]
2: 𝑀 = [ ]
3: for 𝑇 ∈ 𝒯 do
4: 𝑇 = ்||்|| using (4.6)
5: 𝐭 = Log(𝑇) using (6.10)
6: ?̂? ← 𝐭 using (6.7)
7: 𝑆 ← ?̂?
8: 𝑀 ← ||?̂?||ଶ
9: end for
10: substitute ?̂? for 𝐩஼ and ?̂? for 𝐩் in (6.5a) to (6.5d)
11: substitute ||𝐶||ீ for ඥmax(𝑀) in (6.5c)
12: ?̂? ← optimal orientation using 𝑆 in (6.5a) to (6.5d)
13: 𝐜 ← ?̂? using (6.7)
14: 𝐶 = exp(𝐜) using (6.8)
15: return 𝐶
e threshold ||𝐶||ீ in (6.5c) represents the average size of the viewing frustum of the camera,
thus making sure that the program in (6.5a) to (6.5d) computes a position such that all the triangles
are inside the frustum. In Algorithm 3, however, the threshold must be replaced by some meaningful
metric. is metric must be representative of the requirement to have the orientation of the camera as
close as possible to the orientations of the triangles. e threshold in (6.5c) for Algorithm 3 is chosen,
empirically, to be the squared root of the maximum Euclidean distance between the vectors in the
tangent space 𝑠𝑜(3).
Algorithm 3 begins by transforming all triangle tensors from 𝑆𝑂(3) into the tangent space via
(6.10). e triangles are then transformed into Euclidean space using (6.7). By constructing a list of
the triangles represented as vectors in the tangent space, and a list of their magnitudes; a suitable
threshold is found and the convex program in (6.5a) to (6.5d) is used to ﬁnd the average of rotations
for all the elements in the list of tangent vectors. e optimal orientation is also a vector in the tangent
space and it is converted to matrix form using (6.7). e ﬁnal rotation matrix representing the optimal
orientation for the camera is found by transforming the solution from the tangent space into 𝑆𝑂(3)
via (6.8).
6.4 Multi-Camera Deployment
In Chapter 3, a methodwas presented for deployment of multiple cameras using a graph-based heuris-
tic approach. is method is used in this chapter to obtain an initial deployment of cameras, which
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is then reﬁned by the convex optimization presented in the previous sections.
e initial deployment is performed as follows. e inputs are a triangular mesh model of the
task (e.g. a CAD model), a list of task parameters (see Table 2.1), and a list of lenses and camera
sensors to choose from. With the aforementioned inputs, the task model is discretized and a selection
pool is populated. A viewpoint candidate is generated for optimal coverage¹ for every triangle in the
task model. With the viewpoint candidates as the vertices, a graph of visual overlap is constructed.
A greedy search selects viewpoints from the pool using some custom metric based on (2.1), and it
removes those viewpoints found to be redundant in the overlap graph. A binary reach algorithm is
used aerwards to further minimize the selection pool and produce the initial camera deployment,
(see Chapter 3 for details).
e convex optimization program is used to reﬁne the camera positions and orientations in the
following way. For every camera position 𝐩஼௜ in the initial deployment, every triangle 𝐩்௝ in the task
model is checked and append to a list 𝑙௜ if it meets the condition ||𝐩஼௜ − 𝐩்௝||ଶ ≤ ||𝐶௜||ீ . An optimal
camera position and orientation is obtained using the second-order cone program in (6.5a) to (6.5d)
for the position, and using Algorithm 3 for the orientation. Algorithm 4 illustrates this process.
Algorithm 4Multi-Camera Deployment
Input: task model, task parameters, lens/sensor list.
Output: list of camera poses.
1: compute initial deployment as described in Chapter 3
2: with the initial deployment as a list of poses 𝒫 ∈ 𝑆𝐸(3), and a list of triangles 𝒯
3: 𝐿 = [ ]
4: for 𝐶 ∈ 𝒫 do
5: 𝑙 = [ ]
6: for 𝑇 ∈ 𝒯 do
7: if ||𝐩஼ − 𝐩்||ଶ ≤ ||𝐶||ீ then
8: 𝑙 ← 𝑇
9: end if
10: end for
11: 𝐿 ← 𝑙
12: end for
13: ?̂? = [ ]
14: for 𝑙 ∈ 𝐿 do
15: 𝑃 ← optimal position using (6.5a) to (6.5d)
16: 𝑂 ← optimal orientation using Algorithm 3
17: ?̂? ← Pose(𝑃,𝑂)
18: end for
19: return ?̂?
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(a) Shape A (b) Shape B
(c) Shape C (d) Shape D
Figure 6.1: Triangular mesh models of various tasks.
6.5 Experimental Validation
6.5.1 Simulations
In this experiment the convex optimization method is used to deploy a camera network for four
diﬀerent task models, which are shown in Figure 6.1. e camera networks are deployed and tested
through simulation in Adolphus. e performance of the deployment is measured objectively using
the coverage performance (2.1). e results are summarized in Table 6.1. e columns are described as
follows. e second column shows the number of triangles in the task model. e third column shows
the number of cameras selected applying the greedy search. e fourth column shows the number
of cameras selected aer the binary search. e ﬁh column shows the time needed to compute a
solution, expressed in seconds. Finally, the last column shows the coverage performance as deﬁned
by (2.1).
Table 6.1: Performance of Convex Optimization Method
Shape Triangles Greedy Binary Time Performance
A 114 6 6 8.09 0.9474
B 54 7 6 1.40 0.9687
C 96 10 8 5.30 0.9791
D 88 6 6 4.92 0.7951
¹is process is trivial since it involves a single viewpoint and a single triangle.
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Comparisons
Table 6.2: Performance of Heuristic Method
Shape Triangles Greedy Binary Time Performance
A 114 6 6 8.27 0.8558
B 54 7 6 1.17 0.8899
C 96 10 8 4.58 0.8683
D 88 6 6 4.68 0.7386
e performance of the heuristic deployment method is also shown for the same tasks in the pre-
vious simulations. No convex optimization is used in this case. e results of the camera deployment
can be seen in Table 6.2. In this experiment the time needed to compute a solution is less than in the
previous experiment; however, the coverage performance is also less. Table 6.3 shows a comparison
of the coverage performance between the two methods. A visual comparison of the two methods can
be seen in Figure 6.2. In this case (shape A) the convex method achieves a more uniform deployment
than the heuristic approach.
Table 6.3: Comparison between Heuristics and Convex Methods
Method Shape A Shape B Shape C Shape D
Convex 0.9474 0.9687 0.9791 0.7951
Heuristic 0.8558 0.8899 0.8683 0.7386
Diﬀerence 9.16% 7.88% 11.08% 5.65%
e results show that the deployment method based on convex optimization outperforms the
heuristic method. e deployment method based on convex optimization reﬁnes the initial camera
deployment by ﬁnding an optimal position and orientation for each of the cameras in the initial
solution.
(a) Convex Optimization (b) Heuristic Method
Figure 6.2: Multi-Camera Deployment.
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6.5.2 Experiments
In what follows the camera deployment obtained using the convex method is implemented. e
performance of the camera network is evaluated using shape C from Figure 6.1. e physical ap-
paratus includes a cardboard model of shape C at a 1-to-1 scale. e dimensions of the model are
960mm× 640mm × 80mm.
e camera network is implemented by ﬁrst deﬁning a global reference frame (gr) in theworkspace.
e cameras are placed manually by installing them at their corresponding positions and orientations.
In order to reduce the positioning error, the cameras are adjusted as necessary using camera calibra-
tion as feedback. e cameras are externally calibrated by aligning a calibration target to the grf (see
Figure 6.3).
Figure 6.3: Calibration Plate
With the position and orientation of the cameras as measured using calibration, the positioning
error is deﬁned as follows
𝑒௣ = max(𝐩act஼௜ − 𝐩exp஼௜ ) 𝑖 = 1, 2, 3. (6.11)
where the superscript “act” stands for actual, and “exp” stands for expected. 𝐩஼௜ is the iᵗʰ component
of the camera’s position.
e orientation error is deﬁned similarly
𝑒௢ = max(?̂?act௜ − ?̂?exp௜ ) 𝑖 = 1, 2, 3. (6.12)
where ?̂?௜ is the iᵗʰ component of the vector in the tangent space of the camera’s rotation matrix (see
(6.7)).
e cameras are adjusted and calibrated repeatedly until the positioning and orientation erros fall
below some acceptable threshold. e ﬁnal implementation can be seen in Figure 6.4. e positioning
error can be visualized in Figure 6.5 where a simulation was created using the camera positions and
orientations measured from calibration. In Figure 6.5 the opaque cameras represent the cameras
installed in the physical apparatus, and the pale cameras represent the positions as expected in the
original camera deployment.
e performance of the camera network was evaluated by measuring the eﬀective area of the
cardboard model that is visible to the cameras. By taking an image from each camera in the apparatus,
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Figure 6.4: Experimental Apparatus - Deployment using convex method.
Figure 6.5: Positioning Error - Opaque cameras represent the actual positions as illustrated in Figure
6.4
a series of basic image processing steps were taken to segment the triangles of the cardboard model.
e area of each triangle was calculated in pixels using blob analysis. e total visible area was
calculated by simply adding the area of all the triangles and by normalizing the result using the
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maximum area. e maximum area was obtained by measuring the area in pixels of a single non-
skewed triangle and by multiplying its area by the total number of triangles in the cardboard model.
e threshold for the positioning error is 𝑒௣ = 70mm, and the threshold for the orientation error is
𝑒௢ = 0.3rad. e performance of the camera network in Figure 6.4 is quantiﬁed in Table 6.4.
Table 6.4: Performance of camera network in Figure 6.4
𝑒௣ 𝑒௢ Visible Area
62.501mm 0.23rad 92.34%
Comparisons
Amethod for deployment of camera networks based on particle swarm optimization is implemented,
based on [38, 93, 94], in order to compare it to the method presented in this chapter. e implemen-
tation and the details about the particle swarm method are described in more detail in Chapter 7.
Figure 6.6: Experimental Apparatus - Deployment using the particle swarm method.
e experiment using the camera deployment produced by the particle swarmmethod is executed
following the same steps as in the previous evaluation. e physical implementation is shown in
Figure 6.6, and the error visualization is shown in Figure 6.7. In this experiment the same error
thresholds where used; 𝑒௣ = 70mm and 𝑒௢ = 0.3rad.
e performance of this camera deployment was measured using the same procedures as in the
previous evaluation and the results can be seen in Table 6.5. By comparing Tables 6.4 and 6.5 the
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Figure 6.7: Positioning Error - Opaque cameras represent the actual positions in Figure 6.6
conclusion can be made that the convex method presented in this chapter outperforms the particle
swarm method in the deployment of camera networks.
Table 6.5: Performance of camera network in Figure 6.6
𝑒௣ 𝑒௢ Visible Area
49.54mm 0.08rad 82.12%
6.5.3 Robustness
While the implementation of the camera deployment provided by both methods incurred in some
error. e error in the implementation of the deployment provided by the convex method is much
larger than the error found in the deployment provided by the particle swarm optimization method.
However, the decrease in performance of the deployment using the convex method is relatively the
same as that of the particle swarm method (see Table 6.6). us, the conclusion can be made that the
convex method is more robust to positioning error than the particle swarm method.
An intuitive comparison can be made between the two methods in Figures 6.8 and 6.9. Figure
6.8 shows the view from a particular camera in the deployment method obtained using the convex
method. e simulated view can be seen on the le, and the actual view can be seen on the right.
Similarly, Figure 6.9 shows the same information about the deployment obtained using the particle
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Table 6.6: Performance comparison
Method 𝑒௣ 𝑒௢ Visible Area Expected Performance
CVX 62.501mm 0.23rad 92.34% 97.91%
PSO 49.54mm 0.08rad 82.12% 87.56%
Diﬀerence 20.73% 65.21% 10.22% 10.35%
swarm method. From this comparison it is possible to see that the convex method performs a more
eﬃcient use of cameras, while the particle swarm method leaves some cameras with ﬁelds of view
that are mostly unused.
Figure 6.8: Simulation vs Reality - A comparison between the simulation and the physical implemen-
tation for the deployment obtained using the convex method.
Figure 6.9: Simulation vs Reality - A comparison between the simulation and the physical implemen-
tation for the deployment obtained using the particle swarm method.
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CHAPTER 7
Multi-Camera Deployment for
Surveillance Applications
If you put away those who report accurately, you’ll
keep only those who know what you want to hear. I
can think of nothing more poisonous than to rot in the
stink of your own reﬂections.
Jessica, Children of Dune (1976)
7.1 Overview
Deployment of camera networks has an important use in security applications, and chief among these
is surveillance. In this section, a deployment method is developed by presenting a modiﬁed version
of the deployment method in Chapter 6. e goal is to produce a multi-camera conﬁguration that
can function as a surveillance system. e main diferences between a surveillance system and an
inspection system are the task and the task’s requirements. In an inspection system the task is oen
represented by a CAD model of the object or target. Although a surveillance system also has the goal
of imaging a target or targets (e.g. people and/or objects of interest), in this case the target is oen
unknown and dynamic.
e remainder of this section shows, in Section 7.2.1, how to construct a task such that the needs
and requirements of a typical surveillance system are satisﬁed. Section 7.2.2 presents a modiﬁed
version of the method in Section 3.3.2 that accounts for the unknown dynamics of the target or targets
by oversampling the scene. Section 7.2.3 presents the deployment method and Section 7.3 makes a
qualitative comparison with existing work. Finally, Section 7.4 presents the results and simulations
of the proposed method, and compares it to the implementation of a method based on particle swarm
optimization.
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7.2 Deployment Method
e work in this section is limited to deployment of camera networks for buildings or areas where a
CAD model of the ﬂoor plan is available. e task and the solution space are generated by oversam-
pling the scene. Although no assumption is made about the location, number, or motion of the target
or targets, this section assumes that the geometry of the scene is known a priori.
Initially, the CADmodel of the scene is segmented into three diﬀerent parts. First, the ﬂoor plan is
separated from the rest of the model, and it is used to construct a suitable task. Second, the walls are
separated and used to compute static occlusion. ird, a section of the walls is segmented and deﬁned
as the feasible area fromwich viewpoints are generated. In practice, the third section is usually a cross
section of top of the walls, and it represents the feasible areas in which cameras may be mounted.
us, this third section is named mounts.
7.2.1 Task Definition
Section 3.3.1 takes advantage of the triangular mesh as a well deﬁned task to generate an optimal
viewpoint candidate for each triangle in the task. e diﬃculty in this case is that the task is not
known to the deployment method. us, the method should produce a camera conﬁguration that
covers as much of the scene as possible.
In order to represent the scene, and to make a fair comparison later in Section 7.3, the task is
constructed as a set of points. All points in the task are coplanar and each point is generated by
taking the centre of each triangle in the ﬂoor plan. e task may be located at the same height as the
ﬂoor. However, taking into account that a surveillance system may be more interested in the faces of
human targets rather than their feet, the task may be translated upwards as deﬁned by the user. e
points in the task model account for all possible positions of the targets in the scene¹.
e target or targets may take on any position and orientation within the ﬂoor plan. e possible
orientations are represented using directional points. For each triangle centre in the ﬂoor plan, an ar-
bitrary number of directional points is added with direction componentes, 𝜌 and 𝜂, that are uniformly
distributed in the ranges [గଶ , గଶ ] and [0, 2𝜋] respectively². Note that the angle ranges and the number
of directional points can be adjusted to balance the tradeoﬀ between accuracy and the computational
cost of ﬁnding a solution.
7.2.2 Solution Space
Due to practical considerations, cameras may only be installed atop of walls. e solution space is
generated from the mounts in the following way. For each triangle in the mounts, a line of sight
is deﬁned between the triangle’s centre and each of the points in the ﬂoor plan. Each line of sight
represents a viewpoint candidate in the solution space. A viewpoint candidate must meet certain
requirements before it can be considered as a feasible candidate.
1. e magnitude of the line of sight of a viewpoint may not be smaller than 𝑧௡, according to (2.6).
¹e task models the scene to an arbitrary degree of precision, which can always be increased by performing an
additional triangulation step on the ﬂoor plan.
²e direction components ఘ and ఎ are formated in spherical coordinates.
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2. emagnitude of a viewpoint’s line of sight must be equal or smaller than 𝑧௙, according to (2.7).
3. emagnitude of the line of sight of a viewpoint must not be greater than 𝑧ோ, according to (2.8).
e previous conditions ensure that only those viewpoints that satisfy the focus, resolution, and
visibility requirements of the task are considered. e reasoning is as follows. Firstly, By selecting
viewpoints with lines of sight in the range [𝑧௡ , 𝑧௙], this method ensures that every point in the task
falls within the depth of ﬁeld of at least one viewpoint. Secondly, any point closer than 𝑧ோ to any
camera will be imaged with suﬃcient resolution. Finally, visibility is satisﬁed since every point in the
task belongs to at least one line of sight in the list of viewpoint candidates.
Enforcing the previous conditions assumes that 𝑧௙ ≥ 𝑧ோ ≥ 𝑧௡. However, this assumption need
not be enforced. e reader may refer to the optimization of the optical parameters for the selection
of lenses and sensors in Section 3.4.
Static Occlusion
A viewpoint candidate may also be removed from the solution space if its line of sight is interrupted
by an occluding surface in the scene. e walls represent such occluding surfaces and occlusion is
determined in the following way. For every line of sight and for every triangle in the walls, if a line of
sight is intersected by any triangle, the line of sight is removed from the solution space. Moller and
Trumbore [95] oﬀer a fast way of computing these intersections.
7.2.3 Multi-Camera Deployment
Using the task and solution space deﬁned previously, an initial solution to the deployment problem is
found by applying the method described in Section 3.5. e directional points in the task are used as
the rows, and the viewpoint candidates are used as the columns of the vision matrix in Section 3.5.2.
e initial deployment is obtained by applying Algorithm 1, for viewpoint selection, and Algorithm 2,
for cost minimization.
Since a viewpoint candidate was generated as a line of sight between each of the triangles’ cen-
tres in the mounts and each point in the task. is means that there are several viewpoints in the
initial solution that have the same position but a diﬀerent orientation. e ﬁnal solution is found by
treating the orientation of each viewpoint as a tensor. e method then replaces all the viewpoints
that have the same position with a viewpoint that has an orientation equal to the average of the ori-
entations of the viewpoints at that position. is process is repeated for every group of viewpoints
with overlapping positions. Finally, the average of orientations is performed only for those tensors
that are close enough to each other. is measure of closeness is represented as a threshold on the
Frobenius distance between any two orientations (5.5). e optimal orientation of the viewpoints is
found using the optimization in the tangent space described in Section 6.3. Algorithm 5 shows the
reﬁnement process.
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Algorithm 5Multi-Camera Deployment for Surveillance
Input: Initial deployment ?̂?
Output: Final deployment 𝒞
1: 𝒞 = [ ]
2: while ?̂? do
3: 𝑝𝑖𝑣𝑜𝑡 = ?̂?[0]
4: 𝑡𝑒𝑚𝑝 = [ ]
5: 𝑡𝑒𝑚𝑝 ← 𝑝𝑖𝑣𝑜𝑡.𝑅
6: remove 𝑝𝑖𝑣𝑜𝑡 from ?̂?
7: ?̂?௖ = copy(?̂?)
8: for 𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑒 ∈ ?̂?௖ do
9: if 𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑒.𝑇 == 𝑝𝑖𝑣𝑜𝑡.𝑇 then
10: 𝑡𝑒𝑚𝑝 ← 𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑒.𝑅
11: remove 𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑒 from ?̂?
12: end if
13: end for
14: if len(𝑡𝑒𝑚𝑝) == 1 then
15: 𝒞 ← Pose(𝑝𝑖𝑣𝑜𝑡.𝑇, 𝑡𝑒𝑚𝑝[0])
16: else
17: while 𝑡𝑒𝑚𝑝 do
18: 𝑡௔ = Tensor(𝑡𝑒𝑚𝑝[0])
19: 𝑡𝑒𝑚𝑝ଶ = [ ]
20: 𝑡𝑒𝑚𝑝ଶ ← 𝑡௔
21: remove 𝑡௔ from 𝑡𝑒𝑚𝑝
22: 𝑡𝑒𝑚𝑝௖ = copy(𝑡𝑒𝑚𝑝)
23: for 𝑅 ∈ 𝑡𝑒𝑚𝑝௖ do
24: 𝑡௕ = Tensor(𝑅)
25: if 𝑑ி(𝑡௔ , 𝑡௕) < గସ then
26: 𝑡𝑒𝑚𝑝2 ← 𝑅
27: remove 𝑅 from 𝑡𝑒𝑚𝑝
28: end if
29: end for
30: 𝑅 ← optimal orientation using Algorithm 3 on 𝑡𝑒𝑚𝑝
31: 𝒞 ← Pose(𝑝𝑖𝑣𝑜𝑡.𝑇, 𝑅)
32: end while
33: end if
34: end while
35: return 𝒞
7.3 Comparison with Existing Work
e literature is rich with similar work that oﬀers methods for deployment of camera networks within
the context of surveillance applications. Recently, Reddy and Conci [38] presented one such method
and used particle swarm optimization in order to compute a feasible solution.
In [38] the authors proposed a method that ﬁnds the positions and orientations that maximize
visual coverage of a ﬂoor plan. In what follows, a qualitative comparison is made between the method
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in this chapter and the method presented in [38].
• Dimensionality. e optimization in [38] is performed in two dimensions using two variables
for position and one for orientation. e dimensionality of the method presented in this chapter
can be regarded as being 2.5. Although the solution space uses three variables for position and
two for orientation, all the points in the task are restricted to a plane that is parallel to the ﬂoor
plan, thus the method is not entirely three-dimensional.
• Inputs. e work in [38] takes as an input an image, in raster format, of the ﬂoor plan where
the camera network is to be deployed. e method in this chapter uses a CAD model of the
ﬂoor plan, which includes the walls in order to compute occlusion.
• Task Deﬁnition. emethod in this chapter samples the ﬂoor plan and places a point of interest
at the centre of each triangle in the CAD model of the ﬂoor plan. e ﬂoor plan may be under-
sampled or oversampled to increase accuracy. e work in [38] asumes the number of targets
is known a priori and places them randomly over the ﬂoor plan.
• Optics. e deployment method may, additionally, ﬁnd the appropriate conﬁguration of lenses
and sensors. is type of optimization is addressed in this dissertation in Section 3.4. In [38],
however the optics are assumed to be known a priori.
• Cost Minimization. Since the number of targets is assumed to be known a priori, Reddy and
Conci assume that a number of cameras equal to the number of targets is suﬃcient. e authors
do in fact provide study cases where the number of cameras is set to be either less or greater
than the number of targets. On the other hand, the work in this chapter describes a way to
automatically minimize the number of cameras from a richly populated solution space.
• Illumination. Reddy andConci incorporate illumination in their cameramodel and thus produce
camera conﬁgurations that account for the various lighting conditions in the scene. e work
in this chapter assumes that illumination is optimal in every case and thus is not considered.
• Optimization Method. e main diﬀerence between the two methods is the optimization ap-
proach. e work in this chapter uses a greedy search based on graph tools for viewpoint
selection and a binary search for cost reduction, followed by an optimization of the orienta-
tion of the viewpoints using convex programming. e method proposed in [38] uses particle
swarm optimization. Where particle swarm optimization is a randomized process, convex op-
timization is known to be optimal. us, the method in this chapter oﬀers at least a guarantee
of local optimality.
7.4 Validation and Comparison
A method for deployment of camera networks based on particle swarm optimization is implemented
in order to compare it to the method presented in this chapter. Since Reddy and Conci do not provide
enough details about their implementation, the implementation in this work defaults to the work
in [93, 94].
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In this comparison both methods are subjected to the same input. e method using particle
swarm optimization diﬀers in that the solution space is simply deﬁned as the limits in which its
variables are allowed to change. Since the solution space is parametrized by 𝑥 and 𝑦 for position, and
𝜌 and 𝜂 for orientation. e solution space is deﬁned by ﬁnding the bounds with in the ﬂoor plan.
Finally, the ﬁtness function is deﬁned to be the coverage performance 𝐹 in (2.1).
(a) Convex Optimization (b) Particle Swarm Optimization
Figure 7.1: Result and simulation of the camera deployment methods.
e camera network obtained by each method is shown in Figure 7.1. Due to the large com-
putational cost of constraining the viewpoints to walls in the ﬁtness function. e particle swarm
optimization method was allowed to place cameras on the ceiling as well as the walls.
Table 7.1 shows the number of iterations that where needed to reach the coverage performance
of 0.2990 in the particle swarm optimization. e method was setup to deploy 25 cameras and it
required 55 minutes to reach a stopping point. In this case, the deployment method stopped when
the algorithm kept producing the same result over a series of iterations.
Table 7.1: Deployment Results PSO
Iterations Cameras Time Performance
200 25 55.0min 0.2990
Table 7.2 shows the results of the method presented in this chapter. e solution space consisted
of 262 viewpoints. e ﬁnal solution was optimized down to 25 cameras in 0.35 minutes, while
achieving a coverage performance of 0.3613.
In both tables the coverage performance is measured with respect to the task constructed as de-
scribed in Section 7.2.1. In what follows, this task is discarded and replaced by a task that models a
human target. A simulation is performed in which the human target moves around the scene and
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Table 7.2: Deployment Results CVX
Size Cameras Time Performance
262 25 0.35min 0.3613
the coverage performance provided by each camera netwrok is recorded. e results can be seen in
Figure 7.2. e average performance in Figure 7.2(a) is 0.7015, and 0.2668 for Figure 7.2(b).
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(a) Convex Optimization
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(b) Particle Swarm Optimization
Figure 7.2: Comparison of the performance when tracking a human target between the camera deploy-
ments produced by diﬀerent methods.
e results in Tables 7.1 and 7.2, and Figure 7.2 indicate that the method presented in this theis
outperforms the one based on particle swarm optimization in terms of time and performance.
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CHAPTER 8
Conclusions
ere are no facts, only interpretations.
Friedrich Nietzsche (1844–1900)
8.1 Summary of Contributions
An initial minor contribution is found in Chapter 3, where a method for deployment of multiple
cameras based on graph tools and a heuristic implementation is presented. e method is formulated
as a design tool that only needs as inputs a model of the task and a sensor-lens list. e output is
a suboptimal solution to the multi-camera deployment problem. e heuristic method is validated
using simulations and experiments in Section 3.6.
is dissertation presents two major contributions. Part II presents a novel framework for mod-
eling the relationship between a camera and the task as a distance function. is distance, termed the
vision distance, is based on tensors and a geometrical interpretation of the vision system. e vision
distance eﬀectively measures the distance between two visual entities, where a visual entity may be
a camera or a task. e distance function measures not only the distance in the Euclidean sense, but
also the distance between orientations in the Frobenius sense.
e advantages of the proposed approach are the following. e vision distance is a simple and
easy-to-use metric that can be used to measure the performance of the vision system for a given task.
e vision distance also exhibits some desirable properties such as the reduction to the Euclidean dis-
tance when the Frobenius distance is 0. Furthermore, the uniqueness of the global and local optimum
under certain circumstances is showcased in Section 5.3.1. Simulations and experiments are used in
Section 5.3 to validate the predictive capacity of the vision distance when measuring the performance
of the vision system.
One of the most important advantages is that the framework in this dissertation allows the formu-
lation of a convex optimization approach from a complex model of the vision system. Part III presents
a deployment method for multi-camera networks based on convex optimization using second-order
cone programming. Section 6.2 shows how to optimize the position of a camera for maximum cov-
erage of a set of triangles. Additionally, Section 6.3 shows how to transform the orientation problem
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into its tangent space, thus making the problem easy to be solved by the same convex approach. Fi-
nally, Section 6.4 combines the heuristic method presented in Chapter 3 with the convex optimization
method. e result is a method that computes an initial deployment of multiple cameras, which is
suboptimal. e initial solution is further optimized by the methods presented in Section 6.2 and
Section 6.3. Section 6.5 presents simulations, experiments, and comparisons as a mean to validate the
eﬀectiveness of the deployment method presented in this dissertation.
Chapter 7 presents an application case of the optimization framework presented in this disserta-
tion. A method for automatic deployment of camera networks is presented in Section 7.2, with special
considerations for surveillance systems. Section 7.3 presents a qualitative comparison with similar
existing work, that is based on particle swarm optimization. Finally, Section 7.4 oﬀers a quantitative
comparison between the two methods.
8.2 Conclusions
e tensor framework and the vision distance resulted in a suﬃciently accurate model of the vision
system. Experiments and comparisons with previous work showed that the decrease in accuracy
from the original coverage model was small enough. When comparing with the gains in the ease of
optimization, the vision distance emerged as the beer choice for optimization applications.
e vision distance presented in this dissertation proved to be very useful in the formulation of two
optimization approaches for multi-camera deployment. A combination of convex optimization and
heuristics for local optimality and global sub-optimality, respectively, was presented with applications
to industrial inspections and surveillance. ese applications performed well when evaluated using
the coverage model’s performance index. Additionally, when compared to an implementation of
camera-deployment using particle swarm optimization, e methods presented in this dissertation
proved to be faster and performed beer.
8.3 Directions for Future Work
e framework presented in this dissertation, which uses a tensor to describe some physical prop-
erties of the vision system in a uniﬁed manner, owes much of its merit to the ﬁeld of diﬀerential
geometry. is framework lays out a way to represent complex concepts such as the viewing frus-
tum in a simple and compact manner; allowing a variety of applications such as modeling the vision
system or enabling eﬃcient optimization methods. In particular, optimization in the tangent space
was inspired greatly from a review of other treaties in diﬀerential geometry.
is dissertation proposes a solution to the problem of multi-camera deployment. One of the
assumptions made is that there is a model of the task, which is available as a triangular mesh. is,
however, is not always the case and in some cases the task model is only available as a point cloud.
Although Chapter 3 hinted at the possibility of handling point clouds by performing a triangulation
or tessellation operation; this dissertation does not include any such cases as they fall outside of the
scope.
Recovering the topological structure from a point cloud is an engaged endeavour on its own
[96, 97, 98]. is problem is oen approached by parametrizing the point cloud using an extensive
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tool set from diﬀerential and Riemannian geometry. is work has applications in computational
geometry where point cloud meshing is used to perform data fusion [99, 100]. However, in the ﬁeld
of computer vision this type of work can be used to classify tasks. Tasks can be classiﬁed based not
only on their visual requirements but also on their shape. Tung andMatsuyama [68] touch the core of
this problem by deﬁning a global geodesic distance for 3D manifold meshes. In the case of triangular
meshes, Chapter 6 may oﬀer some possibilities; a local smoothens criterion may be deﬁned, in the
tangent space, to classify shapes. e ﬁeld of computer vision could beneﬁt greatly from such work;
a classiﬁcation framework could be used to identify the optimization approaches of camera networks
that best suit the diﬀerent types of tasks.
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APPENDIX A
Mathematical Background
A.1 Diﬀerential Geometry
is section brieﬂy presents several concepts of diﬀerential geometry, which are used in this disserta-
tion. Manifolds and diﬀerentiable manifolds are presented here for completeness and as a prerequisite
for the deﬁnition of the tangent space.
A.1.1 Manifolds
A manifold ℳ is an 𝑛-dimensional topological space where each point 𝐩 ∈ ℳ has a neighbourhood
that is homeomorphic to the Euclidean space of dimension 𝑛.
A manifold is a generalization of the Euclidean space in that the underlying space need not be
“straight” or “ﬂat”. Examples of one-dimensional manifolds are lines and curves, whereas examples
of two-dimensional manifolds are planes and spheres.
While manifolds allow more complicated structures to be described, oen they do not come
equipped with a distance function, and thus are not metric spaces by default.
A.1.2 Diﬀerentiable Manifolds
In geometry and topology, all manifolds are topological manifolds, with the possible inclusion of an
additional structure such as a diﬀerentiable one. A diﬀerentiable manifold ℳ is a type of manifold
where every local neighbourhood around 𝐩 ∈ ℳ is close enough to a linear space, thus enabling
calculus to be performed.
Given an 𝑛-dimensional diﬀerentiable manifold ℳ, each point 𝐩 ∈ ℳ has a tangent space. is
is an 𝑛-dimensional Euclidean space consisting of the tangent vectors of the curves through 𝐩.
A.1.3 Tangent Space
Given a diﬀerentiable manifold ℳ ∈ ℝ௡, for every point 𝐩 ∈ ℳ there exists a tangent space. e
tangent space is a real vector space that contains all the possible “directions” that tangentially pass
through 𝐩. e elements of the tangent space are called tangent vectors at 𝐩.
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Let 𝐱 = [𝑥ଵ, ..., 𝑥௡] be Euclidean coordinates of ℝ௡, 𝐩 ∈ ℳ. e tangent space ofℳ at the point 𝐩,
𝑇𝐩ℳ
is the tangent space {𝐩} × 𝐸, where 𝐸 is the 𝑛-dimensional vector space spanned by the basis
𝜕
𝜕𝑥ଵ , ...,
𝜕
𝜕𝑥௡
which are the partial derivatives at point 𝐩.
A.2 Motion of Rigid Bodies
eEuclidean group 𝐸(𝑛) is a subgroup of the group of aﬃne transformations. It has as subgroups the
translational group 𝑇(𝑛), and the orthogonal group 𝑂(𝑛). 𝑇(𝑛) and 𝑂(𝑛) are groups of linear trans-
formations in ℝ௡, these transformations deﬁne the translation and rotation operations, respectively.
A.2.1 Translation
A translation is a mapping 𝑇 ∶ ℝ௡ ↦ ℝ௡ that moves every point 𝐩 ∈ ℝ௡ a constant distance in a
speciﬁed direction. Given points 𝐩, 𝐯 ∈ ℝଷ, translation can be deﬁned in vector form as
𝑇𝐯𝐩 = 𝐩 + 𝐯 (A.1)
or in matrix form as
𝑇𝐯𝐩 =
⎡
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎣
1 0 0 𝑣௫
0 1 0 𝑣௬
0 0 1 𝑣௭
0 0 0 1
⎤
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎦
⎡
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎣
𝑝௫
𝑝௬
𝑝௭
1
⎤
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎦
= 𝐩 + 𝐯 (A.2)
which is expressed in homogeneous coordinates.
A.2.2 Rotation
A rotation is a mapping 𝑅 ∶ ℝ௡ ↦ ℝ௡ of the group of distance-preserving transformations. A rotation
is a linear transformation that preserves the notions of distances and angles. is mapping transforms
one orthonormal basis of ℝ௡ into another and it can be expressed as a matrix. e collection of
orthogonal matrices ℝ௡×௡ with determinant equal to 1 or −1 is the orthogonal group 𝑂(𝑛), and the
collection of orthogonal matrices with determinant equal to 1 is the special orthogonal group 𝑆𝑂(𝑛).
A rotation matrix 𝑅 ∈ 𝑆𝑂(3) ∶ det(𝑅) = 1, 𝑅் = 𝑅ିଵ deﬁnes a linear transformation in matrix form
as
𝑅 = ൦
𝑟ଵଵ 𝑟ଵଶ 𝑟ଵଷ
𝑟ଶଵ 𝑟ଶଶ 𝑟ଶଷ
𝑟ଷଵ 𝑟ଷଶ 𝑟ଷଷ
൪ (A.3)
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which can be used to deﬁne a rotation operation for a point 𝐩 ∈ ℝଷ using homogeneous coordinates
as
𝑅𝐩 =
⎡
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎣
𝑟ଵଵ 𝑟ଵଶ 𝑟ଵଷ 0
𝑟ଶଵ 𝑟ଶଶ 𝑟ଶଷ 0
𝑟ଷଵ 𝑟ଷଶ 𝑟ଷଷ 0
0 0 0 1
⎤
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎦
⎡
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎣
𝑝௫
𝑝௬
𝑝௭
1
⎤
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎦
(A.4)
A.2.3 Pose
A pose is a linear mapping 𝑃 ∶ ℝ௡ ↦ ℝ௡ also known as an isometry because it preserves distances and
angles for all 𝐩 ∈ ℝ௡. A pose combines the translation and rotation operations into a transformation
known as a rigid motion. e collection of such transformations under ℝଷ is known as the special
Euclidean group 𝑆𝐸(3). Any element in 𝑆𝐸(3) is a translation followed by a rotation
𝐩 ↦ 𝑅(𝐩 + 𝐯) (A.5)
or a rotation followed by a translation
𝐩 ↦ 𝑅𝐩 + 𝐯 (A.6)
is dissertation adopts the later as the standard convention for rigid motions. A transformation
in 𝑆𝐸(3) can be expressed in matrix form using homogeneous coordinates as
𝑃(𝐩) =
⎡
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎣
𝑟ଵଵ 𝑟ଵଶ 𝑟ଵଷ 𝑣௫
𝑟ଶଵ 𝑟ଶଶ 𝑟ଶଷ 𝑣௬
𝑟ଷଵ 𝑟ଷଶ 𝑟ଷଷ 𝑣௭
0 0 0 1
⎤
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎦
⎡
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎣
𝑝௫
𝑝௬
𝑝௭
1
⎤
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎦
(A.7)
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APPENDIX B
Equipment Specifications
B.1 Cameras
ere are a few camera models available at the Graduate Control and Robotics Laboratory. ose used
in the experiments presented in this dissertation are shown here with speciﬁcations. In all cases the
cameras are used for monochrome imaging only. When the bayer ﬁlter for color imaging is available
the seings are simply forced to monochrome.
B.1.1 NET iCube NS4133BU
e NET iCube is a compact form factor monochrome CMOS camera based on the USB 2.0 standard.
It has a resolution of 1.3 megapixels. is camera is 33mm × 33mm× 33mm.
Figure B.1: NET iCube NS4133BU
Table B.1: NET iCube NS4133BU Speciﬁcations
Sensor Resolution 1280 × 1024 pixels
Sensor Size 1/1.8ᇳ
Pixel Size 5.3µm × 5.3µm
Lens Mount C/CS-mount
Full Resolution Frame Rate 25 fps
Interface USB 2.0
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B.1.2 Prosilica EC-1350
e Prosilica EC-1350 is a 1.4 megapixel CCD camera based on the IIDC/DCAM speciﬁcation.
Figure B.2: Prosilica EC-1350
Table B.2: Prosilica EC-1350 Speciﬁcations
Sensor Resolution 1360 × 1024 pixels
Sensor Size 1/2ᇳ
Pixel Size 4.65µm × 4.65µm
Lens Mount C-mount
Full Resolution Frame Rate 18.5 fps
Interface IEEE 1394A (FireWire)
B.2 Lenses
e internal parameters that describe the camera are primarily aﬀected by the selection of lenses. e
models used at some stage during the experiments presented in this dissertation are shown here with
speciﬁcations.
B.2.1 NET SV-0813V
e NET SV-0813V is a small form factor lens with low distortion and adjustable subject distance.
Figure B.3: NET SV-0813V
B.2.2 Computar H10Z1218-MP
e Computar H10Z1218-MP is a large lens with adjustable and motorized zoom and focus seings.
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Table B.3: NET SV-0813V Speciﬁcations
Focal Length 7mm - 8mm
Max. Aperture Ratio 1 ∶ 1.3
Max. Sensor Size 2/3ᇳ
Mount Type C-mount
Figure B.4: Computar H10Z1218-MP
Table B.4: Computar H10Z1218-MP Speciﬁcations
Focal Length 12mm - 120mm
Max. Aperture Ratio 1 ∶ 1.8
Max. Sensor Size 6.4mm × 4.8mm
Mount Type C-mount
B.2.3 Computar M3Z1228C-MP
e Computar M3Z1228C-MP is a medium size lens with low distortion and adjustable, but manual,
focus and zoom seings.
Figure B.5: Computar M3Z1228C-MP
Table B.5: Computar M3Z1228C-MP Speciﬁcations
Focal Length 12mm - 36mm
Max. Aperture Ratio 1 ∶ 2.8
Max. Sensor Size 8.8mm × 6.6mm
Mount Type C-mount
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B.3 Other
Deploying the various experimental apparatuses in this dissertation required other equipement aside
from cameras and lenses. Such equipment is described here.
B.3.1 Mitsubishi RV-1A
eMitsubishi RV-1A is a robotic manipulator with six degrees of freedom. Communication with the
robot is possible through the RS-232 serial port link. e robot can be queried for the joint conﬁgu-
ration of the end eﬀector, which can in turn be converted into a pose in 𝑆𝐸(3).
Figure B.6: Mitsubishi RV-1A
B.3.2 General Purpose Computer
With the exception of camera calibration and other minor operations, the majority of the experiments
and simulations in this dissertation were performed in a general purpose computer. e speciﬁcations
of this computer are shown bellow:
Figure B.7: General Purpose Computer
Table B.6: General Purpose Computer Speciﬁcations
Processor Intel i7 2.00GHz
Main Memory 8GB DDR3
Hard Drive 250GB SSD SATA
Graphics Intel HD 4000
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APPENDIX C
Wrien Permission
is appendix contains a copy of the email in which I obtained wrien permission to use the contents
of my previous publications on my dissertation.
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Figure C.1: Wrien Permission
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Glossary of Terms
aperture
In an optical system, the opening through which light passes. 15, 21
blur circle
An optical spot caused by a cone of light rays from the lens not coming into perfect focus when
imaging a point source. 13
coverage function
A function dependent on the sensor system, environment, and task mapping the stimulus space
to a bounded numeric range. 12, 14, 19
coverage model
A set of parameters modeling the sensor system, environment, and task, along with a speciﬁ-
cation of their relations, deﬁning a coverage function in terms of the parameters. 6, 9, 12, 13,
15, 19, 20
depth of ﬁeld
A range along the focal axis of a camera in which objects appear acceptably in focus (i.e. points
map to acceptably small blur circles), according to some criterion. 15
deterministic occlusion
Amodel of occlusion caused by static objects or, more generally, objects with known dynamics.
12
ﬁeld of view
e quadrilateral pyramid enclosing the subspace of ℝଷ within which points project onto the
image sensor. 4, 10, 14, 15, 20, 22, 23
focal length
In the pinhole camera model, the distance from the focal point to the image plane along the
optical axis. Refers to the eﬀective focal length of a complex optical system. 10, 15, 21–23
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focus
As applied to a digital camera and its optical system, the property of sharpness in the imaging
of an object, quantiﬁed by the blur circle diameter; dependent on the depth of the object and
optical properties. 5, 13, 15, 21
image plane
In the pinhole camera model, the plane on which the three-dimensional scene is projected
through the camera aperture (optical center). Parallel to the 𝑥-𝑦 plane (focal plane) in the cam-
era coordinate system. 18, 21, 39
occlusion
e eﬀect of an opaque object obstructing the line of sight to a point beyond the object from
the viewpoint. 8, 10, 18, 21
optical axis
e imaginary linewhich deﬁnes the path alongwhich light propagates through the lens system
of a camera; the principal axis or principal ray. Coincides with the axis of rotational symmetry.
Considered the positive 𝑧-axis of the camera coordinate system. 15, 18, 31, 36, 39–41
overlap graph
A graph encapsulating the pairwise coverage overlap topology of a set of cameras. 24, 25, 49
pinhole camera model
Mathematical description of the projection of a 3D point onto a 2D image plane in an ideal
pinhole camera (point aperture, no lens eﬀects). 12
pose
A rigid Euclidean transformation in 𝑆𝐸(𝑛). 10, 11, 21, 35, 41
relevance function
A function mapping the task point set to a bounded numeric range based on relevance to the
task. 12
resolution
e smallest change detectable by a sensor in the quantity that it measures. For digital cameras,
usually measured in terms of units of length per pixel; dependent on the depth of the object
being imaged and optical and sensor properties. 5, 9, 13–15, 18, 21–23
self-occlusion
e phenomenon whereby some part of a (complex) object interrupts the ray from a feature on
some other part of its surface to a camera. 36
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subject distance
In an optical system, the distance at which objects are projected onto the image plane in focus.
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task
A process to be carried out by a sensor system online, one or more of which comprise the end
objective of the system. 8–10, 12, 13, 16, 17, 19–21, 31–33, 44, 48, 49
tensor
A geometric object that describes a linear relation between vectors, scalars, and other tensors.
12, 32–36, 38, 45, 47
view
e set of conﬁguration parameter values of a multi-camera system; the instance of a vision
sensor system model (equivalent to a viewpoint for single-camera systems). 9, 11
view angle
e angle between the surface normal of a stimulus point located on a surface and the ray from
the camera’s principal point through the stimulus point. 5, 13, 14
viewing frustum
e pyramidal frustum of visual coverage obtained by truncating the ﬁeld of view with depth
limits imposed by resolution and/or focus constraints. 14, 15, 31, 32, 38, 44, 45, 48
viewpoint
e combined set of intrinsic and extrinsic parameter values of a camera; the instance of a
vision sensor model. 8, 10, 12, 17–26
vision graph
A graph encapsulating the pairwise coverage strength topology of a set of cameras. 23
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